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1.1 Crystals and their underlying structure
The universe surrounding us is made up of matter, all of which can be brought
back to 118 different types of atomsi (ancient Greek: a, without, -tomos, slice or
piece; a particle incapable of further division) and combinations thereof in the
form of molecules. This matter is commonly encountered in three aggregation
statesii , namely gas, liquid and solid, and depending on the pressure and tem-
perature, a substance is in equilibrium in one of these states. Among the solid
state, substances can be completely amorphous (amorphos, without shape) up to
crystalline (krustallos, ice or crystal), the former lacking long-range order, such
as branched low density polyethylene (LDPE) in Figure 1.1a, and the latter ex-
hibiting complete periodic ordering of the atoms (e.g. graphite’s carbon atoms in
Figure 1.1b). Besides single types of atoms (e.g. carbon, silicon), crystal structures
can consist of ions, such as Na+ and Cl– in rock salt, and entire molecules, like
crystals of the painkiller paracetamol [3]. The unit cell, which is essentially a
repetitive building block, is used to characterize the periodic structure, together
with additional symmetry operators interrelating the unit cell’s constituents to
one another. The full symmetry can be described with so-called space groups.
iThat is, as discovered in scientific literature [1, 2] at the time of writing this thesis, excluding
heavier particles theoretically obtainable by bombardment.
iiThe fourth, yet less common aggregation state, is plasma.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of the structure of (a) branched low-density polyethylene (LDPE) and (b)
graphite. Whereas the carbon atoms in graphite are periodically arranged in the crystal lattice, the
atoms in the LDPE polymer chains are not (or only to a very small extent), as this is prohibited by
the irregular molecular shape due to branching.
1.2 Multicomponent crystals
Crystals are not limited to the presence of just a single type of atom or small
molecule, or a single pair of ions: multiple such entities can be present within the
same unit cell, and are called multicomponent crystals (or systems). Depending
on the aggregation state and ionization state of their constituents, such multicom-
ponent systems are classified as salts, co-crystals and solvates, or combinations
thereof [4]. Organic molecules, such as active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs)
and agrochemicals, can also form multicomponent crystals, as shown for the drug
carbamazepine in Figure 1.2. Fundamentally, the laws governing the packing of
such crystals are not different from those in single constituent crystals, yet there
are differences regarding the synthesis, nucleation and crystal growth as different
constituents possess distinct chemical properties [5].
1.2.1 Salts
Upon combining acidic and basic components with ionizable functional groups in
an adequate medium, proton transfer and salt formation can occur provided that
the difference in pKa values is large enough (generally ≥ 2 to 3) [6]. In the solid
state, the charged ions form a neutral multicomponent assembly, held together by
ionic or Coulombic interactions. The acids and bases can be of an inorganic (e.g.
HCl, HNO3, H3PO4, NaOH, NH3) and organic nature (e.g. benzoic acid, acetic
acid, citric acid, dimethylamine, pyridine). Under the condition that a suitable
packing is possible, a neutral crystal structure containing both the cations and
2
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Figure 1.2: Multicomponent crystals of carbamazepine and their classification according to Grothe
et al. [4]. (a) Salt with benzenesulfonic acid (HUQWUN). (b) Co-crystal with hydroquinone (ABO-
QUF). (c) Solvate with acetone (CRBMZA01). The 6 letter codes refer to the corresponding entries
in the Cambridge Structural Database [7].
anions is formed (see Figure 1.2a).
1.2.2 Solvates & co-crystals
When combining weaker acids and bases, on the other hand, (de)protonation may
be incomplete or not happen at all. However, these couples can still form multi-
component crystals through intermolecular interactions, while maintaining the
individual neutrality of their constituents. Although generally weaker than ionic
interactions, hydrogen bonding interactions often enable this kind of molecular
association [8], in which an interaction between a hydrogen bond donor (e.g. a
carboxylic acid group) and acceptor (such as a pyridine group) results in a close
and directional contact of the molecules.
Multicomponent crystal formation is, however, not limited to molecules ex-
hibiting weak acidic or basic properties. For instance, components with aromatic
and lipophilic regions can aggregate through π π and van der Waals interactions,
respectively. The presence of halogens in the molecular structure, on the other
hand, can effectuate halogen bonding interactions with electron-rich donors.
3
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By definition, the aggregation state of the components under ambient condi-
tions determines whether a co-crystal or solvate is formed (or combination hereof).
In the case of co-crystals, the crystals contain at least two neutral components that
individually form a solid, and between which no transfer of charge is observed
in the resulting crystal structure (Figure 1.2b). Solvate crystals contain one or
multiple neutral solid and liquid components (Figure 1.2c) [4, 9, 10]. Furthermore,
although the classification for co-crystals and solvates is mutually exclusive and
based on aggregation states of the separate components, partial proton transfer
can hamper the classification of salts and co-crystals, as it can be unclear whether
the components are charged or not. While it is generally accepted that co-crystals
are obtained when ∆pKa < 0 [11], a continuum for salts and co-crystals exists for
∆pKa values between 0 and 3. This essentially holds for components of similar
acidity or basicity. In such cases, the extent to which the proton is transferred is
unpredictable, and may also depend on the crystalline environment [12, 13].
Another notable difference lies in the synthesis of salts and neutral assemblies
such as solvates and co-crystals: while the ionic interactions between the cat-
and anion dictate the formation of the salt, the aggregation to a co-crystal or
solvate is not guaranteed. For example, the crystal structures of the individual
co-crystal constituents (called coformers) may be more stable then that of the
possible co-crystal, and although intermolecular interactions would be feasibleiii,
no co-crystallization would be observed.
1.3 Applications of multicomponent crystals
A common issue with highly valuable or speciality chemicals is that their physic-
ochemical, mechanical, optical or thermal properties are often not optimal for
their final application. Fortunately, most of these properties are related to the
crystal structure, and by exploring the various solid forms available for the target
molecule, such as polymorphs (i.e. different crystal forms of the same chemical
compound) and multicomponent crystals, more desirable product characteristics
may be acquired. With multicomponent crystals, the introduction of an additional
molecular species can disrupt the target’s original crystal structure, for instance by
changing the characteristic hydrogen bonding patterns. The molecular structures
and properties of the original compounds thereby remain unaltered, preventing
the change of for example the effectivity of a pesticide or the pharmacological
iiiThermodynamically, a decrease in free energy for a multicomponent crystal, hence leading to
a more stable form, can be achieved by an enthalpic contribution, such as favorable intermolecular
interactions, or less commonly by an entropic contribution, where components of similar size,
shape and chemical nature form a solid solution [5].
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properties of APIs. Multicomponent crystal screening therefore forms an essen-
tial part of the form selection stage for new drug molecules. The exploration
of multicomponent crystals is often done by screening for binary salts, solvates
or co-crystals (main pillars in Figure 1.2), yet more complex ternary and even
quaternary systems could be worthwhile to analyze when looking for the most
optimal properties.
As mentioned above, salt formation is limited to compounds that contain
ionizable groups. In their ionic state, however, the (aqueous) solubility is gener-
ally promoted compared to that of their neutral counterparts due to ion-dipole
interactions. It is therefore that, when applicable, pharmaceutical salts of poorly
soluble APIs, containing the drug and an acceptable counterion, are preferred
[14, 15]. Other improvements, such as tackling issues with nucleation, growth and
scale-up [5], and acquiring a higher melting point, enhanced physical stability
under humid conditions or a ’clean’ polymorphic profile (i.e. absence of other
polymorphs or hydrates), can be achieved by preparing salt forms [16–19].
Property enhancement can also be achieved by the inclusion of a solvent in
the crystal structure. An interesting application of solvates, however, lies in chiral
resolution and deracemization [20–24]. Molecules that are non-superimposable
mirror images of one another, just like left and right hands, are chiral, a property
caused by a stereogenic center (usually a carbon atom) to which four different
constituents are covalently bound. Due to their similarity in structure, most of
the physicochemical properties of these mirror image isomers, called enantiomers,
are identical. In a chiral environment such as the human bodyiv, however, enan-
tiomers can exhibit very different behavior. Due to the difference in relative
orientation of the substituents, enantiomers of drug molecules can for instance
be benign or non-active (or even toxic). As most chiral molecules are produced
in a non-selective fashion, resulting in a mixture of both enantiomers, and the
latter crystallizes in structures containing both enantiomers (called a racemic
compound) in approximately 90-95% of the cases [25], separation of enantiomers
is often desired, yet difficult given their identical physicochemical properties.
However, by screening for solvates of a racemic compound forming molecule
using a library of achiral solvents, Belletti et al. [26] discovered a conglomerate
forming solvate (where enantiomers of different chirality reside in separate crys-
tals), and enabled its resolution by deracemization. A similar strategy can be
applied to salts and co-crystals. It is noteworthy to mention, however, that the
number of organic solvents is limited, and that solvate formation, especially in
the case of toxic solvents, is discouraged for pharmaceuticals and other products




where safety is highly concerned.
The number of available and safe coformers, on the other hand, is vast. Co-
crystals are therefore frequently used in the design of pharmaceuticals [14, 27–33],
agrochemicals [34], pigments [35], organic photovoltaics [36–38] and explosives
[39–41], and various other examples can be found in literature. From a clinic point
of view, co-crystallization offers a huge potential for improving the solubility,
dissolution rate and subsequently the bioavailability of drugs with unsatisfactory
characteristics, possibly enabling the marketing of an otherwise underperforming
or unusable API. Moreover, enhancements to the physical, chemical and hydration
stability (as commonly tested by exposure to 40-60 °C and 75% relative humidity)
can also be achieved through the formation of co-crystals, improving product
robustness, shelf-life and manufacturability [42, 43]. The addition of the second
component will change the density and melting point of the product, and other
properties such as morphology, habit, crystallinity and particle size (and its
distribution), which are relevant for filterability, production and scale-up of
speciality chemicals, can be altered.
Finding the multicomponent crystal with the desired properties is, however,
far from trivial, and lengthy experimental screening campaigns are often under-
taken to find a suitable counterion, solvent or coformer. Moreover, it may not
always be clear which auxiliary compounds can form multicomponent crystals
with structurally complex targets, and therefore long lists of safe compounds
are often screened by trial-and-error to discover new forms of pharmaceuticals.
Although high-throughput equipment has found its way into automating these
screens [44, 45], the number of possible experimental conditions are limited. Man-
ual screening therefore remains an unavoidable step in product design, which
can prove to be both a time- and labor-intensive activity.
1.4 Prediction of multicomponent crystals
Given the significant the benefits they have to offer, multicomponent crystals
have received a lot of interest from academia and industry. As mentioned above,
finding adequate components to synthesize new salts, solvates and co-crystals
is not always straightforward, but several predictive frameworks have been
reported to aid in this selection. The general purpose of such complementary
tools is to a priori narrow down the long list of available auxiliary molecules to
a set of candidates envisaged to yield new, possibly superior multicomponent
crystals. Because of the weaker nature of their intermolecular interactions and
associated difficulty in design (see section 1.2.2), the focus of this section will
be on co-crystals and solvates. In the following, an overview of the currently
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established methods for the prediction of these two types of multicomponent
crystals is presented. Additionally, two other frameworks that could be used for
further understanding and predicting multicomponent systems are introduced,
and suggestions regarding their applicability are described. Both methods aim
to incorporate large amounts of data, and leverage this information to gain new
insights into multicomponent crystal formation and prediction.
1.4.1 Established frameworks for co-crystal and solvate prediction
Hydrogen-bonding interactions are prominent in organic crystals, and can act
as the interconnecting ’glue’ between molecules with suitable hydrogen bond
donor and acceptor properties. An analysis of the patterns that emerge as a
result of these intermolecular interactions often reveals interesting motifs in dif-
ferent dimensions: dimer formation (0D), ribbons or chains (1D), and networks
(2D and 3D). Etter et al. [46, 47] were the first to systematically describe and
classify these motifs with graph sets, and proposed a set of rules for hydrogen
bond formation in organic crystals based on frequently occurring patterns in the
Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) [7]. This predictive framework, based on
anticipated hydrogen bond patterns, involves a hierarchy of donor and acceptor
functional groups and was later generalized by Desiraju [48] using the concept of
supramolecular synthons. Similar to synthons in the context of synthetic organic
chemistry, supramolecular synthons comprise a set of "structural units within
supermolecules which can be formed and/or assembled by known or conceivable
synthetic operations involving intermolecular interactions" (Figure 1.3). This mod-
ular approach involves the identification of recurring and reproducible patterns
in crystal structures and the subsequent design of new types of supramolecular
structures using these patterns (such as polymorphs, solvates, co-crystals, ...).
For co-crystal and solvate prediction, constituents with complementary func-
tional groups that correspond to one of the various supramolecular synthons
are then combined in an attempt to obtain a crystal structure with the envisaged
intermolecular interaction [49]. Unfortunately, although based on chemical intu-
ition, supramolecular synthons are derived from an a posteriori understanding of
crystal structures and focus merely on isolated substructures. Therefore, they do
not take subtle factors such as synthesis conditions and crystal packing issues
into account. Although feasible, the anticipated supramolecular synthons are
therefore not always guaranteed to emerge.
Computational software packages have the added advantage of automating
the search for adequate components, yet often require an deep understanding
of complex thermodynamic, quantum mechanical or crystallographic principles.
For co-crystal prediction, these tools include the use of crystal structure predic-
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Figure 1.3: Examples of supramolecular synthons frequently found in co-crystals and solvates.
These involve carboxylic acid, amide, alcohol, carbonyl and pyridine functional groups. Other
synthons involving aromatic π-systems, halogens and lipophilic substructures are also possible
(see refs. [30] and [48] for more comprehensive lists).
tion to find a plausible crystal structure containing the combination of coformers
with a more favorable lattice energy than those of the individual constituents
[50–52], the use of molecular electrostatic potential surfaces (MEPS), where polar
interaction sites on the coformers are calculated with density functional theory
(DFT) and used to guide the coformer selection [53–56], and the application of
molecular dynamics simulations [57]. Extensions to established methods such as
COSMO-RS [58] are also available, which was originally designed to describe sol-
vation phenomena and chemical potentials and was later extended to co-crystal
screening by simulating the intermolecular interactions effectuated by surface
polarization charges of two solutes [59, 60]. Other computational tools rely on
information present in the CSD, including the comparison of the thermodynamic
stability of known co-crystal structures to those of their constituents [61], co-
crystal prediction based on molecular descriptors [62, 63], and hydrogen bond
propensity calculations [64, 65]. Solvate prediction tools also include crystal struc-
ture prediction [66] and extensions of COSMO-RS [59], and the use of statistical
models and machine learning [67, 68].
1.4.2 Network science
The Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) [7] is the de facto largest collection of
crystal structures in the world, and currently contains more than one million
entries, of which approximately 50 000 are binary multicomponent crystals. The
relational data derived from these multicomponent crystals, containing pairs of
molecules or ions, forms an excellent basis for a network. A network is essentially
a collection of nodes (sometimes called vertices), and lines connecting these nodes,
8
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Figure 1.4: Network types. (a) Monopartite network. (b) Bipartite network. The nodes of a bipartite
network can be redrawn in such way that the distinct blue and pink node sets are separated.
called edges or links, and can be used to study interacting systems using a variety
of tools from graph theory and mathematics [69]. Therefore, by converting the
multicomponent crystal data into a network, where the molecules make up the
nodes, and an edge is defined for each determined multicomponent crystal, a
better understanding of the emergence and design of salts, solvates and co-crystals
could be acquired.
Two major types of networks exist, namely monopartite (Figure 1.4a) and
bipartite (Figure 1.4b). The former is characterized by a single set of nodes that
can interconnect to each other, similar to a social network, and the latter by two
distinct, mutually exclusive sets of nodes, with edges only existing between
nodes of opposite sets, resembling for example a (co-)author-article network.
Understanding whether a multicomponent crystal network behaves according to
one of these types or a mixture of both types has immense consequences for the
techniques that must be applied to study its characteristics, and how to effectively
predict combinations of nodes that are likely to interact. Other insights that can
be extracted from such a network representation are an analysis of the node
popularity (i.e. how often certain nodes form edges) or how groups or clusters of




The ability to learn complex patterns beyond human interpretation and their
associated excellent performance have promoted machine learning and especially
neural networks and deep learning as models of choice for predictive purposes
when large amounts of data are available. Machine learning is a relatively new
research field that has seen an immense uprising due to new developments in com-
puter hardware (specifically graphics processing units) and user-friendly software
packages implemented in the Python programming language (e.g. Scikit-learn
[70], Tensorflow [71] and Keras [72]). The field covers a variety of mathematical
models that all learn relevant patterns from data by using abstract internal data
representations, acquired by optimizing the internal parameters of the models by
training on known examples. After being exposed to a sufficiently large amount
of data, the models are then capable to transform new, unseen input into their
learned representations and subsequently use them to predict a specific property
or class.
Machine learning models can be subdivided into shallow and deep models,
depending on the depth of the data transformation, influencing the predictive
power and complexity of the model. Examples of shallow models, containing a
single data transformation step, include linear and logistic regression, principal
component analysis (PCA), clustering methods such as k-means and hierarchi-
cal clustering and support vector machines (SVM). On the other hand, artificial
neural networks, and in particular deep learning, can be classified as deep mod-
els. Multiple layers that transform representations are present, allowing for the
successful extraction and encoding of more complex, abstract features [73], made
possible by sequences of relatively simple, yet non-linear modules (Figure 1.5).
The flexible configuration and excellent performance of neural networks
and deep learning have led to many applications, such as image and speech
recognition [75–77], language processing (e.g. machine translation and question
answering) [78] and medical image analysis [79]. More specifically, deep learning
was also demonstrated to be useful for mapping quantitative structure-activity
relationships (QSAR) and drug discovery [80–84], and was applied to various
problems in material science and chemistry [85, 86]. In view of the prediction
of multicomponent crystals, the large amount of relational data available from
the CSD, together with well-established chemical representations such as circular
fingerprints [87] and molecular graphs [88], can indeed form a basis for the
development of such models. In particular, the aim of a deep learning approach
could then be to extract the unknown rules governing co-crystallization or solvate
formation, and reliably predict multicomponent crystal formation for unseen
molecules based on the information from recorded successes.
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Figure 1.5: Illustrative example of a fully-connected feedforward network for toxicity determination
based on molecular data. Vanillic acid is first converted into a chemical representation amenable
for further prediction with neural networks (here as a molecular fingerprint). The molecule is
subsequently transformed using hidden layers into a prediction for toxicity. The neurons of the
intermediate or hidden layers are fully-connected through a vast number of weights (stored in
weight matrices or tensors), and are the results of the linear computation (preactivation zj =∑n
i=1 wijxi, where i are the indices of the previous layer and j the index of the neuron) which is
then modified by an activation function (yj = f(zj)). During training, the model is exposed to
known data points, and the model weights w are adjusted in order to minimize a loss function
using e.g. the backpropagation algorithm [74].
1.5 Outline of this thesis
As illustrated above, multicomponent crystals can be of utmost importance for
making products with tailored properties, from being fit for therapeutic use to
having reliable pathways for storage and production. Due to their intricacies
regarding emergence and synthesis, and their large potential for property en-
hancement, this research aims to present new prediction frameworks for co-crystal
formation using the data available in the CSD.
In Chapter 2, a network representation of (binary) co-crystal data in the CSD
is presented that is analyzed using techniques from network science and data
mining. We will show how two-component co-crystals can be filtered from the
database and how they can be converted into a network, where the coformers
are the nodes, and their co-crystals form the edges. By analyzing the network in
terms of its clusters, popularity distribution and type, a deeper understanding




Chapter 3 applies the insights gained from the coformer network and intro-
duces a predictive framework based on link-prediction algorithms. Couples of
coformers that are not yet connected (i.e. form a co-crystal in the database), but
are considered highly likely based on the local subnetwork connecting the couple,
are predicted. The methodology is validated on known co-crystallization data
using cross validation, and its top ten predictions are experimentally tested to
confirm their existence.
The link-prediction approach is also applied in Chapter 4, where Praziquantel
(PZQ), a drug used for the treatment of schistosomiasis, is screened for new co-
crystals with a list of thirty coformer predictions. Three common co-crystal screen-
ing techniques will be used to explore new forms of PZQ, and their (co-)crystal
structures are compared to confirm the functional similarity of the successful
coformers (as suggested in Chapters 2 and 3).
The abundance of co-crystal data and their ease of conversion to informative
chemical formats such as fingerprints and molecular graphs advocate the use of
artificial neural networks and deep learning to predict new co-crystals. Such an
approach is applicable to any target, thus not restricted to only molecules known
to form co-crystals. Therefore, in Chapter 5, two types of neural networks will
be proposed that will be trained on data sets of suitable co-crystals and invalid
combinations generated with link prediction. The performance of the approach
will be validated using cross-validation and by reprediction of co-crystallization
data for carbamazepine. Lastly, the predictions for ketoprofen, a compound
lacking co-crystals, are investigated.
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Chapter 2
Co-crystals in the Cambridge
Structural Database: a network
approach
Jan-Joris Devogelaer, Hugo Meekes, Elias Vlieg, René de Gelder
Acta Cryst. (2019) B75, 371-383.
Abstract
To obtain a better understanding of which coformers to combine for
the successful formation of a co-crystal, techniques from data mining and
network science are used to analyze the data contained in the Cambridge
Structural Database (CSD). A network of coformers is constructed based
on co-crystal entries present in the CSD and its properties are analyzed.
From this network, clusters of coformers with a similar tendency to form co-
crystals are extracted. The popularity of the coformers in the CSD is unevenly
distributed: a small group of coformers is responsible for most of the co-
crystals, hence resulting in an inherently biased data set. The coformers in the
network are found to behave primarily in a bipartite manner, demonstrating
the importance of combining complementary coformers for successful co-
crystallization. Based on our analysis, it is demonstrated that the CSD
coformer network is a promising source of information for knowledge-based
co-crystal prediction.
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2. CO-CRYSTALS IN THE CAMBRIDGE STRUCTURAL DATABASE: A NETWORK
APPROACH
2.1 Introduction
The opportunity to alter several physicochemical properties of high-value chem-
icals (such as pharmaceuticals [30] and agrochemicals [34]), without changing
their molecular structure and function, has promoted the use of multicomponent
crystals (or systems) as a formulation tool. Multicomponent systems, such as
salts, solvates and co-crystals, are crystalline aggregates containing multiple ionic
and/or neutral species in the crystal lattice [4]. For a molecule of interest, a
variety of multicomponent solid forms can be prepared, each characterized by a
distinct set of properties including solubility, bioavailability, hydration stability,
and mechanical, optical and thermal properties. Additionally, the crystallization
behavior of chiral molecules is influenced when using multicomponent systems,
possibly resulting in the formation of chiral conglomerates (i.e. a physical mix-
ture of separate enantiomer crystals), enabling their efficient separation using
crystallization-based techniques [89].
Having knowledge of the solid-state landscape of the molecule, not only
in terms of polymorphism, but also in terms of the available multicomponent
forms, is therefore crucial during the design and optimization of the final product
and its production route. The types of multicomponent systems a molecule can
form is strongly influenced by its molecular structure. For instance, the lack
of ionizable functional groups generally precludes the molecule from forming
salts, leaving only solvate formation or co-crystallization as feasible options. Yet,
whereas the pairing of complementary ions for the formation of salts is rather
straightforward, the design of solvates, and in particular co-crystals, using weak
(directional) non-covalent interactions remains challenging. Nevertheless, the
number of additional components (or coformers) is much larger than the available
solvents or counterions [90], making co-crystallization an attractive formulation
tool.
There are several strategies to design a new co-crystal. A well-known ap-
proach uses supramolecular synthons [48] (i.e. a variety of common intermolecu-
lar interactions, see Figure 1.3) to rationalize the feasibility of co-crystal formation.
In general, one aims to match complementary hydrogen bond motifs, π-π inter-
actions, ion-π interactions, halogen bonds or even Van der Waals interactions
between the coformers to predict the formation of a co-crystal. A distinction
is generally made between homosynthons, using self-complementary functional
groups such as carboxylic acids or amides, and heterosynthons, where the moi-
eties of different functional groups are combined (e.g. combining a carboxylic
acid with an amide group). Although this strategy has been quite successful
and is conform with general, chemical insights, the synthon-based approach is
based on an a posteriori understanding of crystal structures and relies on isolated
14
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structural attributes. The method does not account for more complex factors
beyond functional group matching, such as issues with packing, or experimental
difficulties (e.g. difference in solubility). Additionally, Taylor and Day [91] have
demonstrated that just the presence of hydrogen and halogen bonds alone is
not necessarily a good descriptor for successful co-crystallization, stressing the
importance of including more subtle effects in the design process.
Because the experimental determination of co-crystals is time and labor in-
tensive, various computational tools have been developed to understand and
predict co-crystallization. These methods include the use of molecular modeling
[51, 52, 91], the analysis and application of molecular descriptors [63, 92], the
use of hydrogen bond propensity calculations [93–95] and molecular electrostatic
potential surfaces [53]. Again, a possible drawback of these tools is their focus on
isolated molecular features and dependence on too general or simplified rules for
co-crystallization.
A valuable addition to the set of tools would therefore be a more comprehen-
sive (or holistic) method that looks beyond the isolated structural properties of
coformers and implicitly includes the decisive but subtle factors for successful
co-crystallization. In this article, we present a knowledge-based approach that
attempts to do this by studying co-crystallization in the form of a network with
the theoretical tools provided through network science. Network science is a grow-
ing field that has originated from graph theory and has found many applications
in diverse research areas. By converting a complex problem into a network, a
set of new characteristics of the system can be revealed that can improve the
understanding of its underlying structure and dynamics.
The Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) [7] is the most extensive crystal-
lographic database and currently contains more than a million small molecule
entries, including a large number of co-crystal structures. By identifying the
relations between the coformers found in these co-crystals, a network can be
constructed, which can then be analyzed. The goal of this network analysis is to
provide a set of empirical, data-driven insights about co-crystallization that can
later be applied in an enhanced design strategy.
2.2 Methods
A network is essentially a collection of nodes and edges (or connections) between
these nodes. The binary co-crystals (i.e. containing two distinct coformers) from
the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD; version 5.39, November 2017 + two
updates) were used to build up the network, drawing them as the edges and
their coformers as the nodes (as illustrated in Figure 2.1a). By converting the
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Figure 2.1: (a) Example of a network, consisting of nodes (coformers) and edges (co-crystals). (b) A
monopartite network, characterized by a single set of nodes, and edges between any of the nodes.
(c) A bipartite network with two distinct sets of nodes, and edges only between these sets. (d) A
mixture network, having the properties of both networks (b) and (c).
database’s co-crystal entries into a network, an enormous amount of relational
information is deduced that is normally not accessible with the CSD’s software
(e.g. ConQuest [96], Mercury [97]). The network was subsequently studied using
a set of common network analysis techniques to acquire a better understanding
of its structure. These tools, as described below, include clustering, analyzing the
network’s degree distribution and determining to which network type it belongs.
The extraction of co-crystal data, construction of the network and further analyses
were all performed with scripts written in Python (version 2.7.15) in conjunction
with the CSD’s Python API.
2.2.1 Construction of the network
The CSD was scanned for entries that contain two distinct chemical entities,
are organic, non-ionic, error-free, and have their three-dimensional coordinates
determined (including disordered structures). From these entries, the binary
co-crystals were discriminated from solvates, or structures crystallized with a gas
molecule, using a custom classifier algorithm (see Appendix 2.A). The algorithm
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Figure 2.2: Addition of the co-crystal entry SOVDIQ to the adjacency matrix. The co-crystal is first
split into its coformers (4,4’-bipyridine and glutaric acid), which are then labeled as i and j. Next,
elements Ai,j and Aj,i of the adjacency matrix are set to 1 for the existing co-crystal. Conversely,
coformer combinations for which no co-crystal is known, are set to 0.
also removes erroneous entriesi and effectively handles difficulties arising from
chiral entries, adding co-crystals for only one representative enantiomer. The
process resulted in a set of binary co-crystals, formed by a set of unique coformers.
The set of co-crystals was then transformed into an undirected, unweighted
network G(N,E), consisting of nodes N (coformers) and edges E (co-crystals). In
fact, an adjacency matrix A∈ R|N |x|N | is constructed, of which the row and column
indices correspond to the nodes (coformers), and for which the elements are set
to 1 for every known edge (co-crystal) between these nodes (Figure 2.2). The
adjacency matrix is a symmetric matrix that serves as the mathematical basis of
the network and permits the study of its properties.
Our philosophy behind the construction of the network was to solely map the
relations originating from co-crystals, hence without including polymorphism,
stoichiometry, structural information or (physico)chemical properties. Never-
theless, the resulting network is informative enough to study co-crystallization
from a theoretical point of view: our results show that structural and chemical
properties can be recovered using the correct tools from network science.
iFor some entries, the three-dimensional data, and more specifically the connectivities between
its atoms, is poorly determined. As a result, the distinct coformers cannot be extracted from the
entry, and are therefore discarded from the data set. Also, an additional check of the coformer
neutrality is performed, removing any ionic molecules that may have been incorrectly added to the
data set.
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2.2.2 Clustering
The extent to which the structure of the network can reflect some of the generally
accepted principles of co-crystallization was studied by clustering the coformers.
Clusters are mutually exclusive groups of nodes that are related through some
measure of topological similarity, and are expected to demonstrate a specific
function within the network. In the case of coformers, it is envisaged that clusters
will emerge that are responsible for different co-crystallization mechanisms (e.g.
hydrogen bond acceptors). The proposed similarity, also known as the Jaccard
similarity coefficient [98], between two coformers i and j is defined as:
si,j =
|ni ∩ nj |
|ni ∪ nj |
(2.1)
with ni and nj the sets of neighbors of coformers i and j, respectively. The
neighbors of a coformer are defined as the set of all the coformers it forms co-
crystals with, or mathematically ni = {j ∈ N |Ai,j = 1}, with A the adjacency
matrix and N the set of nodes of the network. The similarity measure in equation
(2.1) is larger for combinations of coformers that have more neighbors in common,
and punishes those that co-crystallize with more diverse partners. The similarity
was calculated for each pair of coformers and stored in a coformer similarity
matrix. This matrix is similar to the adjacency matrix, but instead of containing
0’s or 1’s, it contains the calculated similarities for each coformer combination
(si,j ∈ [0, 1]).
A smaller set of m popular coformers was then clustered using Ward’s hier-
archical clustering method [99] (as implemented in the SciPy library [100]). The
coformer similarity matrix was first transformed into a dissimilarity or distance
matrix, containing distances di,j = 1− si,j . Next, the coformers were placed in
m separate clusters or singletons and the cluster pair with the lowest distance is
merged into a larger cluster, reducing the number of clusters to m-1. The distance
matrix was updated for the smaller set of clusters, where the distance to a joined












with p the cluster that is formed by joining clusters s and t, and q one of the
remaining clusters. This agglomerative process was repeated, recording the
distances at which clusters were merged, and was terminated when a single
cluster, containing all the coformers, was obtained. In contrast to coformers,
the distance between clusters can exceed a value of 1: for a remaining cluster
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q that is relatively dissimilar to clusters s and t, the first two terms under the
square root in equation (2.2) can be large compared to the last term, resulting in
a cluster distance larger than 1. Cluster merges at such a distance are, however,
only expected in the final stages of the procedure, where rather distant clusters
are eventually combined.
The clustering process was graphically represented using a tree-like dendro-
gram. The dendrogram has the separate coformers (or singleton clusters) as its
endpoints and schematically shows the relative (dis)similarity of coformers or
clusters of coformers using the distance d at which they were merged. In the case
of a merge between two coformers (singletons), this distance is simply equal to
di,j = 1− si,j , and for multicoformer clusters, the distance is given by equation
(2.2). Therefore, the smaller the distance at which two clusters are merged, the
more neighbors are shared among its members. By cutting the dendrogram at
a carefully chosen distance d, a set of clusters was obtained that was analyzed
further.
2.2.3 Degree distribution & power-law model
A characteristic property of a network is the distribution of its nodes’ connectiv-
ities, or degrees. The degree k of a node is defined as the number of neighbors
it has (ki = |ni|), or here, the number of distinct co-crystals known for a given
coformer. The degree distribution is usually presented as the fraction of nodes
p(k) with degree k as a function of the degree k.
Because the shape of this distribution for the coformer network is right-
skewed, the data was transformed to a log log plot, where it is found to demon-
strate quasi-linear behavior. Consequently, a power-law model in the form of:
p(k) = Ck−α (2.3)
was fitted to the data. Here, α is the exponent of the power-law model, which
was estimated from the distribution data using a maximum-likelihood estimator
(MLE), and C is a constant. The estimation protocol for α, kmin and C is described
in more detail in Appendix 2.B.
2.2.4 Network types
Two main types of networks can be used to represent many real-world problems:
monopartite and bipartite. In a monopartite network (Figure 2.1b), all nodes
belong to one single group and may be connected to any other node through
edges. This is similar to popular social media platforms, where an association
between any two users (or nodes) is possible. On the other hand, bipartite
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networks (Figure 2.1c) consist of two distinct, non-overlapping groups of nodes
with connections only between nodes of different groups. Examples of bipartite
networks are a co-authorship network, consisting of author-article relationships,
and a consumer-product network. A third type of network consists of a mixture
of a mono- and bipartite network. Similar to a bipartite network, still two types
of nodes can be identified; however, some nodes may form edges to both sets
instead of only one, breaking the constraint for pure bipartition (Figure 2.1d). In
principle, the mixture network can be seen as a general way to describe the type
of a network, with mono- and bipartite networks as its limiting cases [101]. An
example of such a mixture network is a network of shareholders: while there are
two sets of nodes, owners and corporations, some corporations may also act as
shareholders and have shares in other corporations, leading to a mixture network.
Having knowledge of the network’s type is crucial when trying to under-
stand its structure and when trying to develop strategies to use the network’s
information. For instance, link prediction algorithmsii require the knowledge
of the network’s type to produce relevant new edge suggestions. For mixture
networks, it may therefore be interesting to analyze them in terms of their limiting
cases. For example, if the network appears to be mostly bipartite (with only a
few monopartite nodes), the use of bipartite link prediction algorithms can be
justified for the mixture network.
Whereas a network of binary organic salts can be interpreted as a purely
bipartite network with two ion sets (cat- and anions), there is no such straight-
forward grouping for co-crystals. A certain degree of complementarity has been
observed between coformers, such as in hydrogen-bonding or π-electron systems,
suggesting that the network is bipartite. However, it is sometimes impossible to
unambiguously define the nature (or role) of coformers in such a framework. For
example, isonicotinamide (Table 2.1, coformer 40) has the structural features of
both a hydrogen bond donor and acceptor. Besides, since most coformers form
crystalline structures with themselves, it comes as no surprise that co-crystals
exist that combine structurally analogous molecules (e.g. co-crystal NEHJER
consisting of theophylline and caffeine (coformers 41 and 42, respectively)).
Therefore, instead of hypothesizing to which (limiting) type the coformer
network belongs, it was assumed to be of a mixed type and was consequently
quantified in terms of its mono- and bipartiteness. To that end, each co-crystal
present in the network consecutively investigated by mapping out the direct
periphery of its nodes (i.e. paths of length 2 and 3, involving single and pairs of
iiThese algorithms attempt to find missing edges within a network based on its structural
properties. Hereby, it is assumed that some topological measure (e.g. the degree) is related to the




Figure 2.3: Example of a subnetwork encountered upon the inspection of a co-crystal, containing
two types of common neighbors (CN) and three types of local community links (LCLs).
nodes, respectively). These small subnetworks were characterized using different
formulations of the common neighbors (CN) and local community links (LCL) (Figure
2.3) that were introduced by Cannistraci et al. [102] and Daminelli et al. [103]:
• Monopartite CN: the number of (first) common neighbors, equivalent to
|ni ∩ nj |;
• Bipartite CN: the number of first neighbors connected to each other (exclud-
ing monopartite common neighbors);
• Monopartite LCL: the number of links between the monopartite common
neighbors:
• Bipartite LCL: the number of links between bipartite common neighbors;
• Monopartite-bipartite LCL: the number of links between mono- and bipar-
tite common neighbors.
The calculation of these metrics using the adjacency matrix is straightforward.
By mapping these for each co-crystal in the network, conclusions can be drawn
regarding the overall coformer network type.
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Figure 2.4: The part of the network showing the 69 distinct coformers with more than 30 neighbors,
and the co-crystals formed between them. The numbers and letters each correspond to the coform-
ers and clusters shown in Table 2.1. (a) Random placement of the nodes. (b) Placement of the nodes
according to the clusters and grouped in a hierarchical way.
2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Network construction
A set of 9222 co-crystals, formed by 7188 unique coformers, was successfully ex-
tracted from CSD using the classifier algorithm (see Appendix 2.A). The co-crystals
were subsequently transformed into a network of coformers (or adjacency ma-
trix), permitting the analysis of its properties and characteristics. The subnetwork
formed by the coformers with 30 or more unique co-crystals in the CSD (and the
co-crystals between them) is shown in Figure 2.4a. A graphical representation of
the total network, or even the subnetwork presented here, is rather uninformative.
Using the techniques discussed in sections 2.3.2, 2.3.3 and 2.3.4, quantitative
statements about the structure and type of the network can be made, resulting in
a deeper understanding about how coformers relate to each other and how new
co-crystals could be predicted.
2.3.2 Coformer clusters
It is common to design co-crystals using supramolecular synthons [30, 48], where
structural motifs are combined that are known to play an important role in the
formation and stabilization of the co-crystal. Consequently, coformers are often
labeled with a specific function; for example, carboxylic acid containing molecules
are classified as hydrogen bond donors and acceptors, and can be combined with
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Figure 2.5: The dendrogram resulting from clustering the set of 69 popular coformers (for which
k > 30). The clusters are labeled by letters, and the structures corresponding to these clusters can
be found in Table 2.1.
themselves (homosynthon) or a different hydrogen bond donor and/or acceptor
(heterosynthon). To investigate whether such a grouping of coformers, based
on molecular features, can be retrieved from the network, clusters of coformers
are sought. Because clusters bring together coformers that have coformers in
common, hence without taking any chemical features into account, they are
anticipated to reveal purely functionally related coformers.
The clustering is performed for the subset of 69 highly-connected coformers
introduced in section 2.3.1. Using the data from the complete adjacency matrix,
a 69× 69 similarity matrix is computed, which is subsequently clustered using
the abovementioned agglomerative procedure. The dendrogram resulting from
such a clustering is shown in Figure 2.5, from which a set of relevant clusters is
extracted by taking the groups that merged below a distance of 1. This ensures
that subsets of the most related coformers are found and prevents completely
dissimilar coformers (di,j = 1) from being clustered.
In general, the molecular structures of the coformers found in the same clusters
in Figure 2.5 are similar. For example in Table 2.1, cluster b consists entirely of
small aliphatic dicarboxylic acids, and the coformers of cluster l are all sixfold
substituted aryl halides. As expected, the structural features that connect the
clustered coformers play a profound role in the formation of co-crystals: groups
of hydrogen-bond donors, acceptors, or containing electron rich or deficient π-
systems are identified among the clusters. The network approach thus recovers
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the grouping of coformers that is often used a priori for the design of new co-
crystals (with for example specific synthons).
On the other hand, for some clusters, the molecular structures involved can
be rather different. For instance in cluster d, the aggregation mechanism of the
co-crystals formed by these coformers is mostly face-to-face planar stacking (e.g.
entries REQWAM, MURPYR, ANTPML01 and PVVBHJ01). However, tetrathiaful-
valene (coformer 15), a heterocyclic sulfur-containing compound, is structurally
dissimilar to the other polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in the cluster. Another
example is cluster e, of which the coformers all can function as both non-aromatic
hydrogen bond acceptors (e.g. entries QUIDON, COLGUG, FEQXIJ) and electron-
pair donors in halogen bonds (e.g. entries BNQBRP, FUYDEK, QIHCOZ). Again,
while being functionally similar, 1,4-benzoquinone (coformer 19) is structurally
different from the other coformers in the same cluster. The two examples above
highlight the power of this data-driven approach: it is able to successfully identify
functionally similar coformers, free of any structural prejudices.
The hierarchical structure of the dendrogram in Figure 2.5 exists at several
scales, and therefore, cutting off the tree at heights different from the one proposed
above (d = 1) is also assumed to result in meaningful clusters. This is exemplified
in Figure 2.6, where four distinct clusters are extracted at a distance d = 1.3. As
expected, the larger clusters contain more diverse coformers, which still exhibit
a tendency to co-crystallize with similar coformers. By reorganizing the small
69× 69 adjacency matrix in such a way that clustered coformers are placed side-
by-side, blocks of dense interconnections (or co-crystals) can be seen (illustrated in
Figure 2.6). The most obvious example is the block connecting the green and blue
clusters, demonstrating the clear complementarity between coformers containing
carboxylic acid groups and aromatic nitrogen atoms in the formation of hydrogen
bonds (see also Figure 2.4b). Coformers within the same cluster also rarely form
co-crystals with themselves (sparse blocks on the diagonal), hinting that the
network is organized primarily in a bipartite way (and hence not monopartite).
The subnetwork of popular coformers is, however, only a very small part of the
complete network, and a more in-depth analysis of the network type is presented
in section 2.3.4.
2.3.3 Coformer popularity & bias
A closer look at Figure 2.4 and the coformer degrees in Table 2.1 reveals that
some coformers are significantly more popular than others; for instance, whereas
4,4’-bipyridine (coformer 28) has co-crystallized with 288 different coformers,
malonic acid (coformer 7) is found in only 34 distinct co-crystals. In addition,
while the network consists of 7188 unique coformers, only 69 of them appear to
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Table 2.1: Summary of the clusters of coformers in Figure 2.5. The coformers are grouped per
cluster and labeled by an index that corresponds to the endpoints in the dendrogram going from
left to right (e.g. coformers 3 and 4 are the leftmost and second leftmost endpoints of cluster b).
Additionally, the coformers are provided with their number of distinct, observed co-crystals in the
CSD (i.e. coformer degree k) between parentheses.
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Figure 2.6: A visual representation of the adjacency matrix from the set of 69 popular coformers,
reorganized using the dendrogram (cut off at d = 1.3). The small black squares correspond to
existing co-crystals between the coformers. Areas with a relatively large density of co-crystals are
emphasized in grey, and black lines are added as guides to distinguish between the clusters. The
clusters, characterized by a color, consist of the following smaller clusters that were determined
earlier in Figure 2.5. Blue: a, b, c. Red: d, e, f . Green: g, h, i. Yellow: j, k, l, m, n, o, p, q.
have more than 30 co-crystals, implying that the coformer degree is unevenly
distributed.
The imbalance of popularity was analyzed using the coformer degree distribu-
tion (Figure 2.7). Remarkably, a (quasi-)linear relation between log p(k) and log k
is seen, and the distribution was fitted with a power-law model (equation 2.3).
Networks that have such a degree distribution are classified as scale-freeiii and are
characterized by a set of interesting properties (see Appendix 2.B). In the case of
the coformer network, this implies that while most coformers are present in only
one or a few co-crystals (small k, large p(k)), a small group exists for which the
degree is up to two orders of magnitude larger (large k, small p(k)). By plotting the
cumulative fraction of co-crystals W as a function of the fraction of highest degree
coformers P (Figure 2.8), the imbalance in popularity becomes even clearer: a
relatively small group of coformers (10% of the total number) is found in most of
iiiThat is, when the degree distribution is fitted with a power-law model and has an exponent α
between 2 and 3.
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Figure 2.7: (a) Distribution of the coformer degrees. The solid blue line is the fitted power-law
model for k ≥ kmin and the dashed blue line is an extrapolation of the model over the initial part
of the degree range. (b) Largest connected component of the coformer network, containing 83%
of the co-crystals and 62% of the coformers. The arrows highlight the structural differences in (b)
associated with the data points in (a). While most of the nodes have k = 1 (and are drawn towards
the outside of the network), the central core or glue of the network, consisting of a small number of
coformers with a larger k, is responsible for the coherent structure of the network.
the co-crystals (approximately 70%).
The co-crystal data in the CSD is thus heavily biased: combinations of the
same, popular coformers (large k) with relatively unknown coformers (small k)
make up for the largest part of the co-crystals entries. Consequently, knowledge-
based approaches that use data sets obtained by randomly selecting co-crystals
are undoubtedly susceptible to this bias, which may hinder the formulation
of general design rules for co-crystallization. On the other hand, as shown in
Figure 2.8, omitting these highly popular coformers would drastically reduce the
number of co-crystals in the data set, making it impossible to obtain an overall
understanding about co-crystallization since only niche co-crystals would be left
in the data set.
A plausible explanation for the scale-free topology of the coformer network
is that the choice of a second coformer for co-crystallization experiments is fre-
quently biased. For example, new pharmaceuticals are commonly combined
with a small group of well-known GRASiv coformers [104], such as benzoic acid
and nicotinamide (coformer 9 and 39 in Table 2.1, respectively). This suggests
that preferential attachment [105, 106] plays a crucial role in the expansion of
the network: whereas highly-connected coformers are very likely to be used
ivGenerally recognized as Safe.
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Figure 2.8: Cumulative fraction of the edges (or co-crystals) W plotted against the fraction of nodes
(or coformers) with the highest degrees P . In practice, a list of nodes with decreasing degrees
is constructed, and one records the fraction of edges covered by these nodes while descending
through the list. The solid blue line corresponds to a theoretical curve for the power-law model
(equation (2.9)) with α = 2.26.
for co-crystal formation, coformers with smaller connectivity remain relatively
unexplored, resulting in a power-law distribution of the degrees. It may thus be
worthwhile to consider a broader coformer set when designing new co-crystals,
looking beyond the select group of coformers in the tail of Figure 2.7 (or in Table
2.1). Further, although models based on preferential attachment are presumed
to describe the network’s evolution fairly wellv, they do not coincide with the
abovementioned co-crystal design strategies. Therefore, models that take into
account the inherent bias of the network should be regarded when choosing a
suitable prediction algorithm.
The specific distribution of the degree influences the clustering of the co-
formers. For highly-connected coformers, the denominator of equation (2.1) is
generally large, resulting in relatively low similarities, usually independent of the
other coformer. Indeed, as illustrated in Figure 2.5, the distance d between any
coformer pair is larger than 0.5 (si,j < 0.5), and closer inspection of the degrees
in Table 2.1 confirms that the difference between the degrees in some clusters
(for example in cluster n) can be rather large. Additionally, the coformer network
vThat is, popular nodes are more likely to form new connections.
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is far from complete, and the clusters that were obtained here are likely to be
susceptible to the choices made by researchers in the past few decades when
designing co-crystallization experiments. The true set of neighbors (or profile) of
a coformer may be unattainable, and the actual set of neighbors may be just a
reflection of biased experiments, which unavoidably directs the outcome of the
clustering procedure. Nevertheless, the obtained clusters still manage to present
similar coformers for co-crystallization, and are assumed to improve with the
discovery of new co-crystals.
2.3.4 Coformer network type
The type of the coformer network is not a priori known, and is therefore assumed
to be a mixture of mono- and bipartite. The extent to which the network is similar
to either of these two limiting types, is studied by mapping the five metrics
introduced above (section 2.2.4) for every single co-crystal in the network.
The bipartiteness of the network is analyzed in Figure 2.9, where the number of
monopartite CN, bipartite CN and bipartite LCL (i.e. local community links, edges
between bipartite CN) is visualized for each co-crystal. As a logical consequence
of the power-law behavior of the degree distribution, a large part (53%) of the
co-crystals cannot be characterized by a number of CN (yellow points) due to the
limited connectivity of most of the coformers in the network (73% of the coformers
with k = 1, Figure 2.7). Of the remaining co-crystals that are interconnected,
only a minority of the coformer combinations (2%) is connected exclusively
through monopartite common neighbors. On the other hand, approximately
83% behaves purely bipartite (red points) and 16% demonstrates mixed behavior
(purple points), with diverse numbers of bipartite CN and LCL, and usually small
numbers of monopartite CN (≤ 5).
The analysis above therefore suggests that at least the interconnected part of
the coformer network is primarily organized in a bipartite manner. Also, as seen
in Figure 2.9, the number of bipartite CN and LCL is strongly correlated (Pearson
correlation coefficient of 0.95), which further supports the claim that the coformer
network is dominantly bipartite.
A similar study of the number of monopartite and mono-bipartite LCL for
the 743 monopartite and mixed co-crystals (Figure 2.10) shows that the number
of monopartite common neighbors for most co-crystals rarely exceeds 1. Sur-
prisingly, whenever monopartite neighbors are present, they always form one or
several co-crystals with other bipartite common neighbors (via mono-bipartite
LCL, Figure 2.10a), and hardly ever with the other monopartite neighbors (via
monopartite LCL, Figure 2.10b), thus contributing to the bipartiteness of the
network.
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Figure 2.9: Part of the three-dimensional scatter plot that quantifies the co-crystals in the network
according to their number of monopartite CN, bipartite CN and bipartite LCL (low monopartite
CN part). For clarification, the small subnetwork of Figure 2.3, highlighted for the relevant metrics,
is included. Of the 9222 co-crystals, 3572 behave as purely bipartite (red points; monopartite CN
= 0, bipartite CN > 0), 72 as purely monopartite (blue points; monopartite CN > 0, bipartite CN
= 0), 671 as mixed (purple points; monopartite CN > 0, bipartite CN > 0) and 4907 cannot be
characterized by any common neighbors (yellow points; monopartite CN = bipartite CN = 0).
While an exact bipartition of the entire network in two groups is in principle
not possible due to the presence of monopartite noise, it is nevertheless remark-
able that a certain level of complementarity is seen for 99% of the interconnected
co-crystals. This observation supports the abovementioned co-crystal design ap-
proaches (e.g. combining complementary hydrogen bonds or π-electron systems),
while being free of any prior hypothesis.
The design of new co-crystals using the network (e.g. with link prediction)
should therefore be performed in a bipartite way instead of a monopartite way.
For example, when two APIs (API 1 and API 2) have several coformers in common
(U = n1 ∪ n2), candidates for new cocrystals with API 1 and API 2 should be
sought in the sets of non-shared neighbors of API 2 and API 1 (n2 \ U and n1 \ U ,
quadrangular closure), respectively, rather than combining API 1 and API 2
(triangular closure). The exact algorithm for co-crystal prediction based on the
network should nonetheless be validated on the data itself, and take into account
the other results discussed here. Link prediction applied to co-crystallization will
be the topic of a Chapters 3 and 4.
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Figure 2.10: An analysis of the peripheral metrics for the 743 co-crystals with monopartite common
neighbors. (a) Number of mono-bipartite LCL and (b) number of monopartite LCL versus the
number of monopartite common neighbors (CN). The color of the dots corresponds to a number of
co-crystals with those values (using the attached color bars).
2.4 Conclusions
A network of 7188 coformers was successfully constructed from the informa-
tion contained in the CSD, making it possible to study co-crystallization using
techniques from data mining and network science.
The network is divided in groups or clusters of coformers, which are connected
by a common interaction principle (e.g. hydrogen bond acceptor). With the
addition of new co-crystals to the database (and consequently to the network),
an even more accurate profile of the coformers in terms of bonding will be
obtained, leading to better, more refined clusters. Notably, the coformers in these
clusters are not necessarily structurally similar, but exhibit an analogous role
or function for co-crystal formation. The latter is beneficial when screening for
chiral conglomerate co-crystals, since more structural variation is included in the
experiments.
The popularity of the coformers in the network is distributed unevenly, and
varies approximately over two orders of magnitude. The CSD contains a relatively
small subset of highly-popular coformers that is responsible for most of the co-
crystals, and hence the data on co-crystallization is inherently biased towards
these coformers. Therefore, it is more insightful to choose coformers outside of
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this small subset when designing new co-crystals and studying co-crystallization
in general.
The distribution of the coformer degrees (or connectivities) follows a power-
law over the largest part of its range, and the network is classified as scale-free. An
interesting consequence of the network’s specific structure is its lack of an internal
scale. Because of the arbitrary fluctuations around it, the average degree is a poor
parameter to assess a coformer. A possible reason for the network’s scale-freeness
is its evolution through preferential attachment, where a select group of coformers
is consistently chosen for co-crystallization experiments. While such an evolution
can be modeled and is even anticipated to have a good validation performance
on the network, its underlying principle (i.e. higher connectivity corresponds to
higher likelihood of forming a co-crystal) seems unreasonable compared to the
co-crystal design strategies proposed in literature.
Even though the coformer network was initially assumed to be of a mixed
type, almost all of the interconnected co-crystals in the network are found to
behave in a bipartite way. While an exact bipartition of the network (division
of the nodes in two groups) is inconsistent due to monopartite noise, there are
several clusters (or modules) of coformers in the network that are complementary
to each other. This observation may serve as the basic principle to model the
coformer network’s evolution (with link prediction) and develop an automated,
knowledge-based prediction tool.
In conclusion, we have confirmed that the coformer network is a rational
representation of co-crystal information, rather than a random assembly of nodes.
An automated screening tool based on the network’s structure can thus be jus-
tified, provided that the correct model is used. Such a tool forms the topic of
Chapters 3 and 4, where it is validated against co-crystallization dat from the
network and used to predict new co-crystals.
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Appendix 2.A: Classifier algorithm
2.A.1. Splitting
There are three possible types of multicomponent crystals that can emerge when
inspecting non-ionic, binary entries from the CSD. These include co-crystals,
solvates and crystals containing a gas molecule. To correctly classify binary
entries, an algorithm was written in Python that first converts the structural
data of the entries into canonical SMILES strings [107, 108] (with OpenBabel
[109]) and then splits these strings into their components using standard string
manipulations.
SMILES strings are human-readable representations of molecules, or systems
containing multiple molecules. When several, distinct molecules are present
in the crystal, the SMILES string of the entry is made up of the strings of its
constituents, separated by a ’.’. The canonicalization of such a SMILES string
then results in a unique string for each molecule, promoting the use of canonical
SMILES strings as molecular identifiers. In addition, canonical SMILES include
the correct absolute configuration of chiral substances (stereogenic centers and
cis-trans chirality) when computed from three-dimensional data.
2.A.2. Classification
After splitting the strings of the entries into their constituents, the multicomponent
crystals are correctly classified as co-crystal, solvate or structure containing a gas
molecule by comparing the components to a predefined list of 182 common
solvents and 384 common gases. An additional check is performed, confirming
the neutrality of the molecule and filtering out erroneous systems coming from
faulty three-dimensional coordinates.
2.A.3. Chirality
When one of the coformers is chiral, the co-crystal can be either enantiopure,
because the co-crystal was crystallized from an enantiopure solution or due to
the formation of a racemic conglomerate co-crystal, or racemic, where the two
enantiomers and coformer are present in the same latticevi.
When imposing that due to their configurational difference, enantiomers are
different molecules, racemic co-crystals are in principal ternary systems. However,
often only one of the enantiomers is present in the asymmetric unit of such a co-
crystal, whereas the other one is implied by symmetry operations. In this case, the
viThese includes racemic compounds as well as kryptoracemates.
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nature of such a co-crystal is still regarded as binary, and hence racemic compound
co-crystals are treated as binary co-crystals (one for each enantiomer). The choice
of enantiomer taken up in the asymmetric unit is arbitrary, and thus splitting the
co-crystal would result in a system with only one of the enantiomers. Therefore,
the same co-crystal but with the counter enantiomer (or exact mirror image) is
added to the dataset. In the case where both enantiomers are present in the
asymmetric unit of a racemic co-crystal, a binary co-crystal for each enantiomer
is added. The deliberate addition of binary co-crystals for racemic systems can
also be justified by the observation that enantiopure co-crystals are likely to exist
when the racemic compound was successfully co-crystallized [110].
For enantiopure co-crystals, it is very challenging to distinguish a racemic
conglomerate co-crystal from a co-crystal that is obtained from a enantiopure
mixture.vii In the case of racemic conglomerates, the enantiomer in the asymmetric
unit is again arbitrary, and hence the counter enantiomer should be added to the
data set. Because of mirror symmetry, co-crystallization of one of the enantiomers
also implies that a co-crystal with the other enantiomer must exist. Therefore,
regardless of conglomerate forming behavior, the counter enantiomer is always
deliberately added. While a counter-enantiomer may not always exist in the
case of enantiopure co-crystallization, this procedure ensures no indications are
missed (so no enantiomers are given too few co-crystals).
The explicit addition of chiral co-crystals, however, falsly increases the popu-
larity (or degree, see section 2.2.3) of the counter coformer; for example, two edges
are drawn for every racemic compound a coformer co-crystallizes with. Conse-
quently, for every pair, only one representative enantiomer was kept, effectively
dealing with the randomness of the asymmetric unit of racemic compound and
conglomerate co-crystals, while not overestimating the popularity of the counter
coformer.
Appendix 2.B: Power-law model fitting
A power-law model in the form p(k) = Ck−α was fitted to the degree distribution
data. Instead of fitting a straight line to the logarithmic data (which is known
to result in biased parameter estimations [111]), the exponent of the power-law
α was calculated from the distribution data itself using a maximum-likelihood
estimator (MLE) [69]:








viiThis requires a check of the literature, since the CSD does not provide such information.
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Figure 2.11: Blue line: determination of the lower bound kmin using the power-law exponent α.
Starting at kmin = 6, α temporarily reaches a stable value, and increases again around kmin = 14.
Red line: number of coformers in the tail of the distribution (ntail) as a function of the lower bound
kmin.
where the summation is performed over data points i in the tail of the distribution
(ntail data points) with a degree larger than or equal to the lower bound kmin,
which is the point from where the distribution can be described by a power-law.
The exact value of kmin is usually not a priori known, and is therefore estimated
from the data by iteratively increasing its value from 1 to 25 and testing where
α reaches a stable value. The simultaneous estimation of α and kmin is shown
by the blue curve in Figure 2.11, where α reaches a temporarily stable value of
2.26 at kmin = 6. Hereby, a trade-off is made between the accuracy of α and the
number of observations (ntail) used for its determination, since ntail drastically
decreases with increasing kmin (red curve in Figure 2.11).
The constant C is determined by summing over both sides of equation (2.3) in



















with ζ(α, kmin) the generalized Riemann zeta function. Using the estimations for
α and kmin, equation (2.6) resulted in C = 0.783.
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The goodness of the power-law fit was quantified using the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov statistic (or KS-statistic) [112, 113]:
D = max
k≥kmin
|S(k)− P (k)| (2.7)
where D is the largest absolute difference between the observed cumulative degree
distribution S(k) and its power-law fit P (k), both in the power-law region (k ≥
kmin). The cumulative degree distribution is an alternative representation of
the degree distribution, where the ordinate axis is transformed to the fraction




approximating this sum as an integral, the corresponding power-law expression
for the cumulative degree distribution becomes:
P (k) ' C
α− 1
k−(α−1) (2.8)
The estimated values of the model parameters for the first 15 lower bound
degrees, together with the length of the distribution tail ntail and KS statistic for
the model fit are summarized in Table 2.2. The power-law distribution model
fits the data reasonably well: the KS statistic for the model fit was 0.011, which is
sufficiently small to confirm the power-law hypothesis for the data with sample
size ntail = 520 [111].
Networks for which the degree distribution follows a power-law with an
exponent α ∈ [2, 3] are classified as scale-free. Scale-free networks are characterized
by a peculiar structure: a dense, central core exists, containing only a small fraction
of the nodes but most of the edges (see Figure 2.7b and 2.8), and is surrounded by
a large number of unpopular nodes in its periphery. Unlike random networks that
are generally characterized by a mean degree and variance, scale-free networks
lack such an internal scale: due to its uneven distribution, the expected node
degree can be either very small or arbitrarily largeviii, making it a meaningless
property. Moreover, assuming a perfect power-law distribution, a theoretical




As shown in Figure 2.8, the theoretical formulation slightly underestimates the
network’s data. This can be explained by the fact that equation (2.9) assumes
pure power-law behavior over the entire degree range, whereas for the coformer
network, it only holds for degrees larger than the lower bound kmin = 6.
viiiBecause the second and higher order moments diverge for power-law distributions with a
large number of nodes (n→∞), the fluctuations around the mean of k are very large.
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Table 2.2: Summary of the power-law model parameters and corresponding KS statistics for the
first 15 kmin values. The row where kmin is equal to 6 contains the chosen model parameters.
kmin α C ntail KS statistic
1 1.94 0.59 7188 0.376
2 2.03 0.44 1941 0.062
3 2.10 0.50 1165 0.027
4 2.18 0.61 843 0.016
5 2.20 0.65 635 0.011
6 2.26 0.78 520 0.011
7 2.28 0.84 427 0.011
8 2.26 0.77 349 0.011
9 2.25 0.76 297 0.011
10 2.26 0.77 259 0.011
11 2.24 0.73 226 0.011
12 2.25 0.75 203 0.011
13 2.24 0.73 182 0.011
14 2.26 0.79 168 0.011
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Abstract
Co-crystallization is an attractive formulation tool for tuning the physico-
chemical properties of a compound while not altering its molecular structure
and has gained interest from both industry and academia. Although the
design strategy for co-crystals has marked several milestones over the past
few decades, a holistic approach that utilizes as much co-crystal data as
possible is still lacking. In this chapter, we describe how information con-
tained in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) can be used to construct
a data-driven co-crystal prediction method, based on a network of coformers
and link-prediction algorithms. Experimental validation of the method leads
to the discovery of ten new co-crystal structures for its top ten predictions.
The prediction method is not restricted to compounds present in the CSD: by
combining the knowledge of only a few co-crystals of an unknown coformer
(e.g. an API in development) together with the information contained in the
database, a set of relevant co-crystal candidates can be generated.
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3.1 Introduction
The physicochemical properties of highly valuable chemicals, such as active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) [30], agrochemicals [34] and pigments [35], are
often not optimal for their final application. Accordingly, in an effort to synthesize
products with more desirable characteristics, various other solid-state forms of the
chemical, such as polymorphs, amorphous phases and multicomponent crystals,
including salts, solvates and co-crystals, can be considered [44]. In particular,
because not all molecules contain ionizable functional groups and only a limited
number of (organic) solvents is available, co-crystallization has emerged as an
attractive formulation tool.
Co-crystals are single-phase solid complexes, consisting of two or more neutral
molecules that are solid at ambient conditions (called coformers) with a well-
defined stoichiometric ratio, and for which no charge transfer is observed in the
resulting crystal structure [4, 9]. A subclass of co-crystals that is often encountered
are pharmaceutical co-crystals, where one of the constituents is an API and the
other a pharmaceutically acceptable coformer found in the GRASi list. However,
any crystal that contains multiple molecules and conforms to the definition above
is considered to be a co-crystal. The presence of an additional component modifies
the intermolecular interactions in the underlying crystal structure, making it
possible to alter several mechanical and physicochemical properties (e.g. solubility,
permeability, taste and hygroscopicity) [30, 114, 115]. Because the molecular
structure of the constituents remains unchanged, the FDA classifies co-crystals of
APIs in the same category as polymorphs [116]. This drastically reduces the risks
and steps to be taken from a regulatory perspective, as previously determined
safety and efficacy tests remain valid for the co-crystalline product. Additionally,
the preparation of co-crystals gives various opportunities regarding intellectual
property rights [33].
Chirality, or more specifically homochirality, plays an important role in to-
day’s industry that demands enantiomerically pure products [117]. For chiral
coformers that crystallize as a racemic compound, the presence of an additional
component can give rise to the formation of a racemic conglomerateii. Crystalliza-
tion of conglomerates is a key requirement for various post-synthetic separation
processes based on crystallization [21, 24, 118–120], enabling the enantiopure
production of one stereoisomer. Although only a few examples of conglomerate
co-crystals are known so far [121–123], the number of available coformers largely
iGenerally Recognized as Safe.
iiThis is when crystallization of a racemic mixture results in crystals that separately contain
only right- or left-handed enantiomers. Unfortunately, this behavior is more rare than racemic
compound formation, where both enantiomers reside in the same crystal lattice [25].
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exceeds the number of counter-ions and solvents [90]. Furthermore, it has recently
been shown how enantiospecific co-crystals (i.e. a co-crystal that is formed pref-
erentially with one of the enantiomers by the addition of a chiral coformer) can
be used to separate a racemic compound forming molecule [124, 125], essentially
being the neutral analogue of the widely used resolution via diastereomeric salts.
Hence, co-crystallization also has a large potential for applications regarding
chirality, and could become a key element in enabling resolution.
The design and prediction of new co-crystals is typically performed using
the concept of supramolecular synthons [126]. A common strategy in crystal
engineering is to first investigate the crystal structure of the target compound and
to evaluate which non-covalent interactions (mostly hydrogen bonding motifs,
but also halogen bonds, π-π and Van der Waals interactions) could aid in the
formation of new supramolecular synthons between the target compound and
coformer (e.g. Espinosa-Lara et al. [127], Kuminek et al. [114]). Although this
approach is rational from a chemical point of view and has been shown to be
valuable in co-crystal screening protocols, it remains generally impossible to reli-
ably predict co-crystal formation. One of the method’s prime shortcomings is its
focus on isolated molecular features (i.e. only the presence of functional groups),
whose interactions are not necessarily decisive for the resulting molecular archi-
tecture. Moreover, subtle factors, such as steric hindrance, packing issues or even
experimental difficulties (e.g. mismatch in coformer solubilities) are generally
not taken into account. Furthermore, it has been shown that co-crystallization is
not governed by the presence of hydrogen and halogen bonds alone [61], again
advocating an approach beyond functional group matching.
Because co-crystallization experiments can be laborious and time-intensive,
computational techniques based on molecular modeling [51, 52, 61], molecular
descriptors [62], hydrogen bond propensity [64, 65, 95] and machine learning
[63] have been developed to guide the search for new co-crystals. While these
approaches have definitely succeeded in broadening the understanding of the
principles behind co-crystallization, a major pitfall is their dependence on small
subsets of co-crystals. Therefore, the results tend to lack generality and may
be biased towards co-crystals of highly popular coformers, such as caffeine or
nicotinamide.
In this chapter, we introduce a new knowledge-based co-crystal prediction
method based on a network of coformers and link-prediction algorithms. In Chap-
ter 2 [128], we have demonstrated how co-crystals in the Cambridge Structural
Database [7] (CSD) can be transformed into a network of coformers and shown
how clusters, a quantification of the so-called popularity bias and the type of
aggregation behavior, can be extracted from this network. Here, we combine sev-
eral techniques from network science and classification to predict new co-crystals
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based on the information contained in the coformer network. By including all
binary co-crystals present in the CSD, we do not constrain the tool to small or
possibly biased data sets, but attempt to include as much relational information
as possible. The performance of the method is evaluated on the data of the
network itself (through cross-validation) and by analyzing the scoring behavior
of co-crystals that were added to the CSD between 2016 and 2019. Predictions
of new co-crystals with the highest likelihood of existence are experimentally
verified. Finally, we indicate how our prediction method can be used for target
compounds not present in the database.
3.2 Methods
In Chapter 2 [128], we have shown how the co-crystals in the CSD can be used to
build up a network G(N,E), formed by a set of nodes N (in this case coformers)
and a set of edges or links E between these nodes (representing the co-crystals).
A network is commonly represented as a (symmetrical) adjacency matrix A ∈
R|N |×|N |, for which the indices of the rows and columns correspond to the nodes,
and for which the elements are labeled as 1 for known node combinations (and as
0 otherwise). For the present research, the network was updated for co-crystals
present in version 5.40 of the CSD by including all organic crystals containing
two different residues that were not ionic and not polymeric, with no errors, and
for which the three-dimensional coordinates were determined. In this process,
solvates and structures containing gas molecules were excluded by comparing the
constituents to two predefined lists of common solvents and gases, respectively
(available as part of the Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI)). Although
details about the stoichiometry, experimental conditions and polymorphism of a
co-crystal are informative, their introduction to the network would preclude the
use of the link-prediction methods described below. Therefore, this information
was not included in the network. The scripts to analyze and use the network were
written in Python (v2.7.15).
While the network is built from existing co-crystals, it may safely be assumed
that an abundance of coformer combinations have not yet been experimentally
verified and are missing. Such combinations are labeled as 0 in the adjacency
matrix, and could in principle be predicted and synthesized. By using the in-
formation that is contained in the coformer network, the aim of link prediction
is to estimate the likelihood of the existence of these missing co-crystals. This
likelihood is expressed as a value or score, calculated from the structural features
of the network with parameters derived from the adjacency matrix (rather than
from their molecular structure). An important advantage of link prediction is
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Figure 3.1: Example of a (bipartite) subnetwork existing between two unconnected coformers (i,j),
a potential co-crystal, together with the parameters relevant for link prediction. The symbols are
explained throughout section 3.2.1.
that the methods to score coformer combinations are fairly simple to use and
that, in this case, the relevant chemistry and physics for co-crystal formation
is implicitly contained in the network itself. Therefore, link prediction has the
potential to significantly speed up the development of co-crystal screening proto-
cols, bypassing either local interaction predictions or lengthy calculations. The
choice of scoring method is, however, not trivial, and is selected here on the
basis of the network properties and through validation on the known co-crystal
data (with cross-validation). The performance of the chosen method was further
evaluated by analyzing a time-evolution of the coformer network and by experi-
mentally confirming that new, high-scoring coformer combinations indeed yield
new co-crystals.
This section is therefore structured as follows. Several network features,
required for scoring coformer couples, are introduced in section 3.2.1 and the
scoring methods themselves are described in section 3.2.2. Section 3.2.3 covers
the various techniques that were used for validation of the approach.
3.2.1 Network properties
The prediction of new co-crystals is based on the latent information of the co-
former network. By translating the local subnetwork lying in between two (un-
connected) coformers (Figure 3.1) into a set of network structural parameters,
measures for the proximity of two coformers can be calculated using various
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scoring methods. Higher scores are expected to correspond to a higher proximity,
i.e. a higher likelihood that the co-crystal actually exists.
Figure 3.1 schematically shows the structural properties for a given coformer
couple that can be derived from the network. Each coformer is characterized by
a set of direct neighbors n, equivalent to the set of coformers it has successfully
formed co-crystals with. Using the adjacency matrix A, the set of neighbors of
coformer i is found as
ni = {a ∈ N |Ai,a = 1}. (3.1)
A property derived from n is its cardinality or degree k, defined as
ki = |ni| (3.2)
which is essentially the number of direct neighbors a coformer has.
The type of a network can be classified as mono- or bipartite. A monopartite
network is characterized by a single group of nodes, and combinations between
any two nodes are possible (e.g. connections between users in a social network).
On the other hand, a bipartite network consists of two separate groups of nodes,
and connections appear only between nodes of the different groups. An example
of a bipartite network is the network formed by salts: the network consists of a
set of cations and anions, and salts can only be formed by combining opposite
ions. In Chapter 2, we have analyzed the type of the coformer network [128]
and have found that it implicitly behaves in a bipartite way. Therefore, the link-
prediction methods were selected or adapted to this network type, which requires
the formulation of two additional bipartite properties. Originally proposed by
Daminelli et al. [103], a combination of nodes (i,j) can be characterized by two sets
of bipartite common neighbors, bi,j and bj,i (see Figure 3.1), defined as:
bi,j = {a ∈ ni|∃b ∈ nj ∧Aa,b = 1} (3.3)
and
bj,i = {a ∈ nj |∃b ∈ ni ∧Aa,b = 1} (3.4)
and the set of cross-interactions between them:
li,j = {(a, b) ∈ E|a ∈ bi,j , b ∈ bj,i ∧Aa,b = 1} (3.5)
which is equal to lj,i since A is symmetrical. The total number of bipartite common
neighbors and cross-links are then |bi,j ∪ bj,i| and |li,j | (or |lj,i|), respectively.
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Table 3.1: Bipartite score indices based on local network properties of two nodes, i and j. The
properties used in the expressions are schematically shown in Figure 3.1.
Method Expression
Common neighbors index (CN) si,j = |bi,j ∪ bj,i|
Jaccard index [98, 103] si,j =
|bi,j∪bj,i|
|ni∪nj |
Hub promoted index (HPI) [129] si,j =
|bi,j∪bj,i|
min (ki,kj)
Hub depressed index (HDI) [130] si,j =
|bi,j∪bj,i|
max (ki,kj)
Salton index [131] si,j =
|bi,j∪bj,i|√
ki×kj
Sörenson index [132] si,j =
2×|bi,j∪bj,i|
ki+kj
Leicht-Holme-Newman index (LHN) [133] si,j =
|bi,j∪bj,i|
ki×kj
LCL common neighbors index (CN LCL) [103] si,j = |bi,j ∪ bj,i| × |li,j |
Preferential attachment index (PA) [105, 106] si,j = ki × kj


















3.2.2 Scoring methods for link prediction
Using the features defined in section 3.2.1, various methods to score new com-
binations of nodes have been proposed in literature (Table 3.1). Most of these
methods were originally formulated for monopartite networks, and were there-
fore transformed for bipartite networks using the properties introduced above.
The scoring methods are based on local information, looking only at the direct
periphery of two coformers in the network. Moreover, the calculation of the
scores from adjacency matrix A is straightforward and fast, and is possible for
any combination of coformers.
A common approach is to compute the scores for every unconnected pair
of nodes and rank them in decreasing order. Coformer combinations with the
highest scores are then expected to result in new co-crystals. An alternative ap-
proach is to rank the scores for one specific coformer, for instance when screening
co-crystals for a specific target compound, such as an API.
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3.2.3 Validation
Validation on known co-crystal data
To find the most adequate method to predict new co-crystals, a validation step was
performed, where the method’s performance was tested on known co-crystal data.
An approach that is commonly used for validation purposes is cross-validation.
The data of known co-crystals (Ai,j = 1) is first divided into ten random subsets
(in the present case we performed 10-fold cross-validation, but other divisions
are equally possible), which, in turn, are used nine times for training and once
for testing. A similar split is made for unknown co-crystals (Ai,j = 0), and the
subsets are added to the subsets of known co-crystals. For each validation run,
the items of the test data (10% of the total data) are labeled 0 in the adjacency
matrix and scored by each method using the residual training data (90%). This
process was repeated 10 times, resulting in 100 validation sets per method.
The capability of the method to repredict the test items is then evaluated by
comparing the predicted labels of the test set, determined at a chosen threshold
(i.e. an arbitrary score value), to their true labels. Because of the way the network
is constructed, it is however only possible to certainly know the true labels of
existing co-crystals (i.e. Ai,j = 1). On the other hand, the labels of unknown
combinations (Ai,j = 0) are uncertain, as zeros in the adjacency matrix are
more likely to emerge from untested coformer pairs than from unsuccessful co-
crystallization experiments, and could therefore represent existing but not yet
discovered co-crystals (Ai,j = 1). The result of the comparison is used to construct
a so-called confusion matrix, consisting of four elements (Figure 3.2):
• True Positives (TP): the number of positive labels correctly labeled as posi-
tive;
• True Negatives (TN): the number of negative labels correctly labeled as
negative;
• False Positives (FP): the number of negative labels wrongly labeled as
positive;
• False Negatives (FN): the number of positive labels wrongly labeled as
negative.
The performance of the scoring method at the chosen threshold is then summa-
rized using the evaluation metrics recall (r) and precision (p), since the repredic-











The recall (r) represents the retrieval success or sensitivity for a chosen threshold.
The precision (p) is a measure for the relevance of the result and summarizes how
many of the positive predictions are actually true. The latter can be understood as
a success rate: the score of co-crystal prediction corresponds to a certain precision
value, indicating the probability of the coformer combination to actually form a
co-crystal.
It is clear that the confusion matrix and its derived evaluation metrics are
directly related to the choice of threshold, the value of which will be different for
each method from Table 3.1 and is hard to physically justify. In order to compare
the various scoring methods to each other, it is common to use threshold curves,
which reveal the method’s total performance over the entire score spectrum. In
case of a large class imbalance such as for the link-prediction problem (more
unknown than known links) it has been shown that the precision-recall curve
and its associated area-under-the-curve metric provide a better overview of
performance than the alternative receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC)
[136], and were therefore chosen to compare the various methods and to select
the suitable scoring method for link prediction. By varying the threshold from
the lowest to the highest score and computing the precision and recall from the
resulting confusion matrix at each threshold, a comprehensive curve is obtained
of which the enclosed area-under-the-curve is used as a measure for comparison.
Alternatively, the data used to construct the precision-recall curve may be shown
as a precision-threshold curve, from which the threshold at a specified precision
can be extracted (or vice versa).
Analyzing the time-evolution of co-crystals in the CSD
In addition to the static testing procedure introduced above, a dynamic test set of
co-crystals was obtained by tracking the network’s evolution over time. Because
besides crystallographic data, also publication details are recorded in the CSD, it
is possible to bring the network back to an earlier, hypothetical state, and include
every new (and thus not redetermined) co-crystal added at a later point in time
in a test set. For that, the CSD was first screened for all new co-crystals deposited
between 2016 and 2019, which were subsequently removed from the network by
setting the corresponding elements in the adjacency matrix to zero. Using this
residual network of 2016, initially all non-existing edges (Ai,j = 0) were scored
using the scoring method that performed best during validation (i.e. bipartite
resource allocation, see section 3.3.1). Subsequently, the scores of the test set were
compared to those of an equally large sample of random scores and to the scores
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Figure 3.2: An example illustrating the concept of validation and the calculation of the evaluation
metrics. At a certain threshold, the scores of the test set combinations are determined using one of
the link-prediction or scoring methods from Table 3.1 and are ranked in decreasing order (s1 to
s9). Combinations for which the score s ≥ t (threshold) are predicted to exist, and vice versa (red
labels), and the test set’s predicted labels are compared to their true labels, resulting in a confusion
matrix. The matrix is used to calculate the precision (equation 3.7) and recall (equation 3.6), and the
trio (p, r, t) is added to the precision-recall curve.
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of random coformer combinations for which the condition A3i,j > 0 holds. The
latter ensures that coformers i and j are connected by at least one path of length 3,
or equivalently, for which at least one bipartite relation exists.
Experimental validation
The scores of all unknown co-crystals (Ai,j = 0) for the coformer network (CSD
v5.40, 2019) were calculated using the bipartite resource allocation scoring method
and ranked in decreasing order. From this list, the top ten new co-crystal sug-
gestions were extracted. In a typical experiment, equimolar amounts of both
coformers were co-crystallized through either evaporation from an appropriate
solvent or by sublimation, resulting in crystals suitable for single-crystal X-ray
diffraction. A more detailed description of the experimental procedure can be
found in the ESI.
3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Performance and selection of link-prediction methods
The updated coformer network consists of 7141 coformers, connected through
9141 co-crystalsiii. For each link-prediction method in Table 3.1, 100 validation
sets were constructed (10×10-fold cross-validation) and evaluated using the
abovementioned procedure. Figure 3.3a shows the precision-recall curve for
each scoring method, together with their respective area-under-the-curve (AUC)
metrics. The area under the precision-recall curve is a suitable indicator for the
performance of a link prediction method [136]: a method that occupies a larger
area under curve succeeds better in returning existing co-crystals (TP) over a
wider threshold range (i.e. maintaining a high p with increasing r), rather than
returning unknown coformer combinations (FP).
The largest value for the AUC is obtained for the bipartite resource alloca-
tion scoring method (RA) and is close to the value obtained using the bipartite
Adamic-Adar method (AA). This is not surprising, as the degrees k of the coform-
ers in the network fall within two orders of magnitude, and therefore the effect of
the logarithm in AA for higher degree neighbors is relatively small, resulting in
similar scoring behavior. From Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1 it is clear that both scoring
methods express the score using a measure for the density of the intermediate
network between two coformers: only relations between common neighbors con-
tribute, and neighbors with a more diverse co-crystallization profile are penalized
iiiDue to several improvements made to our classifier algorithm (including a better neutrality
check) described in Chapter 2 [128], this number is slightly different from our earlier work.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Precision-recall curves for the scoring methods shown in Table 3.1 constructed using
100 validation sets. The corresponding area-under-the-curve (AUC) metrics are also calculated,
resulting in RA as the best performing method. (b) The precision-threshold curve for RA (black,
left axis) and the total number of True Positives (TP) over all validation runs as a function of the
threshold (red, right axis).
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(via the degree k in the denominator). The reason that these methods perform
so well can be attributed to the structure of the network itself: a comprehensive
analysis in Chapter 2 [128] has shown that existing co-crystals are characterized
by the presence of local bipartite communities between them. Hence, methods
capable of condensing this structural phenomenon effectively into their score
value are expected to perform better. Although other methods such as CN and
CN LCL also take properties derived from these local bipartite communities into
account, they perform slightly worse than RA and AA, as they appear to miss a
crucial formulation of the interlying density. Since the AUC of RA is larger than
AA’s, RA was selected as the prediction method of choice.
Methods that suppress the score of new combinations with higher coformer
degrees, such as the Jaccard, HDI, HPI, Salton, Sörenson and LHN indices, per-
form much worse. A plausible explanation can again be found in the structure of
the network: the degree distribution exhibits linearity in a log log graph and can
be fitted with a power law. A peculiar feature of power-law distributed networks
is their dependence on nodes with larger degrees for their internal structure,
which also plays a crucial role in their evolution. It is interesting to note that the
numerator of these methods is equivalent to the CN scoring method (except for
LHN where it is doubled), which, on its own, does show moderate prediction
performance. Thus, scoring methods that penalize nodes for their degree cannot
describe the network’s underlying structure, and are therefore not suitable to
predict new co-crystals.
Simply combining any node with higher degree nodes, leading to an unorga-
nized collection of co-crystals as proposed by the preferential attachment index
(PA) also does not lead to a satisfactory performance. Additionally, repeating a
similar validation procedure with monopartite expressions for the score indices in
Table 3.1 (for example by replacing |bi,j ∪ bj,i| with |ni ∩ nj |) did also not result in
any good validation results. Therefore, while the network may contain an inher-
ent bias towards high degree coformers due to its power-law degree distribution,
it is still a coherent and bipartitely organized structure. This bipartiteness again
stresses the importance of complementarity for the design of co-crystals, whether
it is through hetero- or homosynthons (i.e. combining different or identical func-
tional groups, respectively), and was successfully included in and confirmed by
the selected link prediction method.
As shown in Figures 3.3a, the overall area under the precision-recall curve is
generally low. Because the coformer network is built up only with successful co-
crystallization attempts in the CSD and does not include information on failures,
it is impossible to distinguish whether an unknown combination (Ai,j = 0)
is truly non-existing or was in fact never experimentally verified. The correct
number of false positives is therefore debatable, and the values of the precision
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values disclosed here should be seen as absolute lower limits for their actual
values. The same combination of coformers may be assigned a different score
value depending on the scoring method, and undiscovered co-crystals (or missing
links) would therefore not always contribute to the number of false positives in a
comparable way for a certain threshold. Yet, the precision-recall curves remain an
adequate comparison method: the entire score spectrum of each scoring method
is evaluated and normalized, accounting for the presence of missing links. We
will show later that the coformer network is indeed heavily unsaturated, and
many predicted combinations of coformers turn out to yield new co-crystals.
3.3.2 Scoring characteristics of the coformer network of 2016
General distribution of the scores
Using the publication details of the co-crystals, the network was stripped to its
hypothetical state of 2016, and all unknown coformer combinations were scored
with the RA scoring method. Due to its sparsity, an enormous number (20 865 788;
96.2%) of unknown node pairs in the network obtain a score value of 0. Note that
many combinations are "forbidden" since they are not bipartitely related, which
results in a score value of 0. For the remaining couples (817 369; 3.8%), the scores
demonstrate a declining distribution on a log scale (Figure 3.4). The scores of a
relatively small group of combinations are significantly higher than the rest of
the distribution, which seems to be a direct consequence of the network’s power
law degree distribution. Most coformers are generally connected to only one or a
few highly popular coformers (or hubs), and new edges between these abundant
but unpopular coformers tend to result in a non-zero yet small score value. The
precision associated with such low scores is close to zero, and the probability for
these combinations to exist is therefore small. On the other hand, some couples
exist for which the score is much higher. This is possible for combinations of
nodes that have already co-crystallized with at least one hub, as then new co-
crystals with coformers present in the same or related clusters as the hub (see
Chapter 2 Table 2.1) will be predicted with high score and precision values. Since
the tendency to form co-crystals for coformers in the same cluster is similar, the
probability that the high scoring coformer combinations indeed exist is expected
to be high. The highest scores are found for combinations of complementary
hubs: the co-crystallization profile of both coformers is so well-defined that
many interlying paths may contribute to the score value, reliably suggesting new
co-crystals (high p).
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of the (non-zero) scores of the coformer network of 2016 calculated with
the RA score index. The histogram is logarithmically binned.
Figure 3.5: Comparison of the (non-zero) 2016-2019 score distribution (498 co-crystals, red) to the
scores of a random set (16 co-crystals, blue) and a set of random combinations for which A3i,j > 0
(628 co-crystals, green). The histograms are logarithmically binned. Overlap between the red and
green sets is shown in brown.
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An analysis of co-crystals added between 2016 and 2019
The coformer network of 2016 was also used to score co-crystals added to the
CSD at a later point in time (2016-2019). The set comprises 658 co-crystals, of
which 498 (75.7%) were assigned a non-zero score value. In Figure 3.5, these
non-zero scores (red) are compared to those of an equally large set of random
coformer combinations (blue) and random coformer combinations for which at
least one bipartite relation exists (A3i,j > 0, green). As discussed above, a very
large number of coformer combinations in the network are scored zero; this
is directly reflected in the first probed random set (blue): of the 658 selected
combinations, only 16 (2.4%) obtain a non-zero score value. A more realistic
random behavior was simulated by sampling combinations for which the scoring
method is likely to return a definite value. By imposing the condition that the
coformers in the set should be connected through at least one path of length 3,
and hence for which bipartite behavior is already observed, a random set (green)
containing 628 non-zero scored pairs (95.4%) was found. Comparing the score
distribution of newly added co-crystals to that of the second random set with
the condition of bipartiteness (Figure 3.5) shows that scores of the former are
much higher. It thus seems that in the last three years, researchers managed to
prepare new co-crystals with already well-established coformers. Interestingly,
the inherent bias present in the network appears to evolve in an autocatalytic
way: more co-crystals of the same highly popular coformers seem to be added to
the database, reinforcing their prominent position in the network and promoting
their use in future experiments. By experimentally verifying highly scoring
coformer combinations, the exploitation of a link-prediction algorithm on the
coformer network is thus an efficient way of realizing what experimentalists have
mainly been doing so far. Yet, the network approach is data-driven: when a
coformer’s tendency to form co-crystals is mapped out into more detail, a link-
prediction method such as RA can automatically return feasible combinations
with a statistically validated (minimum) success rate.
3.3.3 Prediction of missing-link co-crystals
While the analyses above elucidate which link prediction method performs best on
the network’s structure and how the coformer network responds to such a scoring
method (by assessing historically added co-crystals), it remains unclear whether
it actually excels at predicting new co-crystals. Therefore, the performance of the
method was experimentally validated using the coformer network of version 5.40
(2019) of the CSD.
Table 3.2 summarizes the top-ten co-crystal predictions, scoring highest for
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Table 3.2: The top-ten co-crystal prediction scores based on the coformer network of 2019 (CSD
v5.40) using the RA scoring method, together with their precision values (see Figure 3.3b) and
resulting crystal structures. Alternative orientations due to disorder are shown with dashed bonds.
The structure of co-crystal 6 is modulated and will be the subject of a future publication. Proof of
its co-crystalline nature and stoichiometry is included in the ESI.
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the RA method.iv These predictions correspond to a validated precision of 95% or
higher (see Figure 3.3b), making the corresponding co-crystals very likely to exist.
A recurring feature in these coformer pairs is their hydrogen bonding complemen-
tarity, combining coformers containing hydrogen bond donor functional groups
(mostly carboxylic acid groups, but also alcohols) with coformers having hydro-
gen bond acceptor properties (pyridine rings). The link prediction method also
recognizes combinations where the strongly favored carboxylic acid· · ·pyridine
and hydroxyl· · ·pyridine synthons emerge [137], and ranks them among the most
likely new co-crystals. Hence, from a supramolecular synthon point of view, it can
be anticipated that these co-crystals are possible. Additionally, an aromatic group
is present in half of the donor coformers, which implies that multiple types of
intermolecular interactions will possibly co-exist in the final co-crystal structure
of these coformers.
All coformer couples suggested in Table 3.2 were combined using equimolar
amounts and ten new successful combinations were discovered (more details in
the ESI) with relative easev. It is interesting to note that while all coformers used
in the experiments are either weak bases or acids, for some of the structures the
proton is not completely assigned to the carboxylic acid groups (e.g. 7 and 9),
making their classification as co-crystal not entirely correct. Moreover, the proton
transfer for structure 5 is complete, hence indicating a salt. It may have been
anticipated that some of the coformer combinations in the network actually fall
into the salt - co-crystal continuum and that the coformer network does not solely
contain information about possible co-crystals, but also about (serendipitous)
salts. Besides the strength of the respective acid and base, the extent to which the
proton is transferred is also dependent on the crystal packing [12], as a polymorph
of the same combination of coformers may adopt a different protonation state.
Therefore, the occurrence of salts in the top ten predictions of co-crystals is not
completely unexpected. Besides salt formation, a co-crystal dihydrate and salt
dihydrate were synthesized during the co-crystal screening (see ESI). However,
water-free structures were obtained by changing the experimental conditions.
With the right analysis of the network’s structure, a bipartite link prediction
algorithm such as RA can complement the commonly used synthon approach.
Additionally, it can extract rules from the network unknown or unclear to ex-
perimentalists, which may be decisive for the successful formation of co-crystals
(e.g. matching of solubilities in the solvent, feasible interaction patterns, absence
ivThe scoring method’s top 100 predictions can be found in the ESI.
vExcept for structures 1 and 5, crystals suitable for single-crystal X-ray diffraction were obtained
by simply dissolving the equimolar mixture in a single solvent, which was subsequently evaporated.
Although resulting in adequate single crystals, the structure of co-crystal 6 is modulated and will
form the topic of a future publication.
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of steric hindrance). The co-crystals synthesized here are in fact missing links:
their co-crystal formation profile is so well-defined (i.e. large k) that combining
them may seem obvious and in view of the internal bias of the network. Their
determination is nonetheless a first step towards the experimental validation of
the method. Further validation can be obtained by testing the prediction method
for individual coformers, and one should realize that the prediction values are
heavily underestimated. We have performed such experiments, and the results
are the subject of Chapter 4.
3.3.4 Application of link prediction to coformers unknown to the
CSD
It seems that a shortcoming of the link prediction method is that it appears to
be restricted to coformers that are already present in co-crystals in the CSD.
This would, for instance for APIs in development, cause the approach to be
useless, as neither the APIs, nor any of their co-crystalline forms are present in
the database. The network can, however, be extended at any point with new
compounds, which is equivalent to simply adding an additional row and column
to the adjacency matrix A containing co-crystals determined in-house, labeled as
1. One of the two coformers present in these added co-crystals may already be
present in the coformer network (which is the case for most GRAS compounds)
and their tendency to form co-crystals may be extensively recorded. Hence, by
combining the in-house information with the entire CSD coformer network, the
link-prediction method may quite accurately predict new combinations for the
target compound (i.e. high p).
A possible example is RS-Ibuprofen, a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug,
of which the structures of six co-crystals are present in the CSD. If one would
assume that this API is not present in the database, then plugging the co-crystal in-
formation into the network yields several useful co-crystal candidates (Figure 3.6),
as the other coformers present in Ibuprofen co-crystals are known to the database.
For instance, the highest scoring combination with 1,2-di(4-pyridyl)ethylene
(structure p1) corresponds to a precision of 89%. Its structure was in fact already
determined by Elacqua [121] but was not included into the CSD and is therefore
part of the predicted combinations. The prediction with caffeine (structure p2,
p = 50%) is also reasonable, as ibuprofen’s known neighbors nicotinamide and
isonicotinamide (n3 and n4) were found to exhibit a similar tendency to form
co-crystals as caffeine (i.e. they are present in the same coformer cluster) [128].
It is thus clear that knowledge of only a limited number of co-crystals can be
sufficient to obtain new valuable coformer combinations. With the emergence of
new connections, the adjacency matrix may be updated and whole new classes
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Figure 3.6: RS-Ibuprofen, the coformers it forms co-crystals with (neighbors n) and the five new
combinations that are scored highest using the RA method (predictions p).
(or clusters) of coformers could be addressed by the scoring method, guiding the
co-crystal screening process towards new combinations that might not have been
discovered otherwise.
A prerequisite of the network approach is the knowledge of at least one co-
crystal, either present in the CSD or determined elsewhere. When this is not the
case, it is advised to set up a co-crystal screening method that uses knowledge
from the network (as described Chapter 2 [128]). For instance, by selecting
a single coformer from each cluster, the initial screen attempts to include as
much structural variation amongst the coformers as possible, thus preventing
it to be biased towards one cluster or class of compounds. The discovery of
one or several hits can then be followed up by our link-prediction approach
described above. Alternatively, the target compound can be mapped onto the
network by comparing its chemical fingerprint to those of known coformers
through for instance the Tanimoto similarity measure [138]. Coformers similar to
the target compound are presumed to exhibit a similar tendency for co-crystal
formation, and coformers present in co-crystals with these similar compounds
are consequently chosen for screening. Such an approach lies, however, outside




The development of a knowledge-based co-crystal prediction method based on
the information contained in the Cambridge Structural Database is introduced.
After cross-validation, the bipartite resource allocation scoring index was chosen
as the most suitable link-prediction method out of an exhaustive list of local
scoring methods. Testing its performance on a hypothetical coformer network
of 2016 demonstrated that co-crystals added to the database generally consist
of at least one popular coformer (i.e. hub in the network). The score spectrum
of the coformer network spans about four orders of magnitude, and co-crystals
recently added to the CSD are situated in the upper part of the distribution
and can be considered as "missing links" in the network. The use of the link-
prediction method could therefore more or less repredict what researchers have
mainly been doing so far. The method has the possibility to be automated and
updated regularly, and can return a probability for experimental success. The
link-prediction method was experimentally validated for its top ten predictions,
all resulting in new (co-)crystal structures. Finally, we have indicated how our
data-driven method can be applied to molecules not present in the CSD. With
the addition of more co-crystals to the CSD, the performance of our method will
only improve. Therefore, we envisage it to be a valuable addition to the set of
co-crystal prediction tools, complementing more common methods such as the
supramolecular synthon approach.
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Abstract
Co-crystallization has been promoted as an attractive early development
tool as it can change the physicochemical properties of a target compound,
and possibly enable purification of single enantiomers from racemic com-
pounds. Praziquantel (PZQ), an anthelmintic drug used to treat schistoso-
miasis, suffers from non-ideal properties and the presence of an unwanted
enantiomer causing side-effects. The discovery of new co-crystals could
therefore enhance its current formulation and production strategies. In gen-
eral, identifying adequate co-crystallization candidates is troublesome and
hampers the exploration of the solid-state landscape. For this reason, several
Measurements performed for the screening technique involving saturation temperature mea-
surements (SAT) were performed by Maxime D. Charpentier at Strathclyde University (UK).
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computational tools have been introduced over the last two decades. In this
chapter, co-crystals for Praziquantel (PZQ), an anthelmintic drug used to
treat schistosomiasis, are predicted with network-based link prediction and
experimentally explored. Single crystals of twelve co-crystal indications were
grown and subjected to a structural analysis with single-crystal X-ray diffrac-
tion. This case study illustrates the power of the link-prediction approach
and its ability to suggest a diverse set of new coformer candidates for a target





Upon their discovery, active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) have physicochem-
ical properties that are often different from those desired in the final drug product.
As several of these properties depend on the crystal structure of the drug candi-
date, various methods have been proposed to address this issue by adjustment of
the underlying solid state characteristics. These methods include the screening
for polymorphic forms [45, 139], multicomponent crystals [4, 10, 140], and/or
(co-)amorphous phases [141, 142]. Among these options, co-crystallization has
been identified as a flexible and reliable way to explore different solid forms of an
API due to the abundance of possible co-crystal formers (called coformers) and the
general thermodynamic stability of co-crystalline phases [61].
For APIs containing one or more stereogenic centers, the administration of the
drug in racemic formulations (i.e. containing both enantiomers in a stoichiomet-
ric ratio) can introduce unwanted side effects originating from one of the API’s
enantiomers (the so-called distomer). Because the current industrial climate has
shifted towards the acceptance of only chirally pure drugs [117, 143], a severe
threat is posed on drugs that are only obtainable as racemic compounds (covering
90-95% of the cases [25]), and are inherently hard to separate [89]. However,
the addition of an achiral coformer can prompt the formation of a conglomer-
ate of enantiopure co-crystals [121–123, 144] (i.e. a physical mixture of crystals
containing a single enantiomer and the coformer). This opens up a window of
possibilities for crystallization-based separation techniques such as preferential
crystallization [20] and deracemization methods [21, 24, 26, 118], as was recently
demonstrated in two separate case studies for racemic compound-forming targets
[145, 146]. Moreover, introducing a chiral coformer can lead either to the forma-
tion of a pair of diastereomeric co-crystals or to the formation of an enantiospecific
co-crystal (where only one of the target’s enantiomers interacts with the chiral
coformer). The latter approach has previously been shown to be a viable strategy
for achieving enantiomerically pure substances [124, 125, 147].
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Praziquantel [148] (PZQ; Figure 4.1) is an anthelmintic drug used in the pre-
ventive treatment against schistosomiasis, a disease caused by parasitic flatworms,
and suffers from a number of the abovementioned issues. Due to its poor solu-
bility in aqueous media, the drug is classified as a BCS class II drugi, and efforts
to improve its solubility and dissolution profile by screening for polymorphs
[127, 149–153], hydrates [154], and co-crystals [127, 155, 156] have previously
been reported. Additionally, while PZQ is currently administered as a racemate,
the R-enantiomer possesses the desired therapeutic activity [157–160], and the
S-enantiomer, the distomer, is held responsible for the drug’s bitter taste and other
unwanted side effects [161]. Earlier studies with aim of resolving the enantiomers
of PZQ have been reported using a diastereomeric salt of its amine precursor
[162], and more recently by deracemization of a derivative of the amine precursor
[163]. Finding a suitable conglomerate-forming multicomponent crystal of PZQ
itself could be a worthwhile addition to the set of solutions applicable for chiral
separation, either using preferential crystallization or deracemization methods.
As PZQ does not contain readily ionizable functional groups, it is precluded from
salt formation, and co-crystallization is therefore the method of choice for further
exploration of new multicomponent solid forms. Co-crystals of PZQ with various
dicarboxylic acids [127, 155] and other pharmaceutically acceptable compounds
[156] have previously been reported, and the structures of several combinations
were resolved with single crystal X-ray diffraction (SC-XRD) and deposited in
the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) [7]. The discovery of a new set of PZQ
co-crystals could therefore potentially form a breakthrough in the formulation of
the drug product and the cost-effective purification of the desired enantiomer.
In the chapter, we evaluate the formation of co-crystals of PZQ with thirty
coformers predicted using network-based link prediction (see Chapter 3 [164]). By
representing the information on co-crystals in the CSD as a network consisting
of coformers, with their co-crystals acting as links (Chapter 2 [128]), new co-
crystals can be predicted in the network using mathematical link-prediction
algorithms. A requirement for such algorithms to function is the availability
of some experimental co-crystallization data for the target compound. As for
PZQ co-crystal data is indeed available in the CSD, it is an excellent "real-life"
candidate for applying and validating the link-prediction approach. In this
chapter, network-based link prediction is applied to PZQ to predict thirty new
coformer candidates, which are screened using three standard co-crystallization
techniques in conjunction with powder X-ray diffraction analysis. Finally, crystal
structures of twelve new co-crystalline forms of PZQ are presented, and classified
iThe Biopharmaceutics Classification System classifies drugs into four categories based on
their solubilty and permeabilty. Class II corresponds to low solubility and high permeability.
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based on the observed intermolecular interactions and packing.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Network-based link prediction applied to PZQ
To predict new co-crystals of PZQ with network-based link prediction, a network
of coformers must be constructed. Analogous to Chapters 2 and 3, binary co-
crystals in the CSD (v5.39 + 2 updates) were converted into a network, where
coformers correspond to the nodes and co-crystals to the edges or links. As
the CSD contains only the collection of co-crystals that have successfully been
determined up to this point in time, it is likely that an abundance of co-crystals
are yet to be discovered. In other words, the co-crystal network is probably, to
a large extent, incomplete. In fact, it is mathematically possible to identify the
missing links (i.e. plausible combinations) between coformers with link-prediction
algorithms based on information derived from the network (Chapter 3 [164]).
Such algorithms look for coformer candidates that exhibit a similar tendency to
form co-crystals as those known to interact with the target. This is visualized
in Figure 4.2 for PZQ (the target, blue node) and 4-hydroxybenzoic acid (the
coformer candidate, pink node). Here, the known coformers of the target (PZQ),
L-malic acid (compound a [155]) and other dicarboxylic acids (compounds b-h
[127]) (middle pink nodes), have multiple co-crystallization partners (middle blue
nodes) in common with the coformer candidate, 4-hydroxybenzoic acid. The local
subnetwork between the coformer candidate and PZQ is then condensed into a
numerical score using the bipartite resource allocation index [164] (see Chapter
3 and Figure S1 in the Supplementary information section of this thesis). The
calculation of this score index is based on properties of the intermediate network
between the two coformers, and can loosely be interpreted as a summation of
similarities between nodes of equal color in Figure 4.2. The score values obtained
with link prediction can be compared to those of known co-crystals during a
validation experiment (cross validation), and their value can be related to a
precision p = TPTP+FP , where TP is the number of true positives and FP false
positives for the validation set at that score value. The procedures for construction
of the coformer network and network-based link prediction were all performed
using the Python programming language (v3.7.9).
In this chapter, the network-based link-prediction approach was used to com-
pute the scores for PZQ and all available coformers in the network. Based on
their precisions, the thirty highest scoring coformers were selected as coformer
candidates for co-crystal screening. Equimolar mixtures with PZQ were then
subjected to liquid-assisted grinding (LAG) and solvent evaporation (SE) exper-
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Figure 4.2: A network containing from left to right the target PZQ (blue), coformers known to form
co-crystals with PZQ (pink, a-h), and the coformers (blue) interconnecting PZQ’s known coformers
to the candidate 4-hydroxybenzoic acid (pink). The molecular structures of PZQ’s neighbors are
also shown, together with the 6-character codes corresponding to their co-crystal entries in the
CSD.
iments, and the obtained solids were analyzed with powder X-ray diffraction
(PXRD). Mixtures of PZQ and the coformer with a composition corresponding
to each constituent’s individual solubility at a chosen temperature were also
prepared (saturation, SAT [165]). These suspensions were heated to confirm
whether a change in saturation temperature (∆Tsat) is observed for the mixture,
and cooled down to precipitate possible co-crystals. Solids obtained from this
method were also analyzed by PXRD. Crystals suitable for single-crystal X-ray
diffraction (SC-XRD) were grown for a subset of the coformer combinations
that yielded new powder diffraction patterns. A detailed description of these




4.3.1 Coformer candidates for PZQ proposed with network-based
link prediction
Using the knowledge gained from eightii co-crystal structures of Praziquantel
found in the CSD (shown in Figure 4.2), the link-prediction algorithm was used
to predict thirty new coformer candidates (Figure 4.3 and Table 4.1). Scores are
calculated for each coformer (ranked in decreasing order in Table 4.1) using the
structures of the local networks between these coformer candidates and PZQ,
which, after model validation, each correspond to an expected precision.
Besides five aliphatic dicarboxylic acids (four of which were in fact already
considered by Espinosa-Lara et al. [127]), the list of thirty predicted coformers
includes rather different compounds like benzoic acid derivatives and aromatic
compounds with hydroxyl, amine, and nitro-groups, all presenting the possibility
to form strong intermolecular interactions with Praziquantel. Salicylic acid and
an enantiomer of tartaric acid are also present in this list, and indications for
co-crystal formation with these compounds were reported by Cugovčan et al.
[156], however, without revealing their crystal structures. Remarkably, also 1,4-
diiodotetrafluorobenzene is predicted as a coformer for PZQ. This compound is
very dissimilar to any of the other predicted coformer candidates or coformers
already reported for PZQ in the CSD.
It is noteworthy that the predicted scores of the thirty coformer candidates
correspond to relatively low precisions, the highest being 49% and lowest 17%.
One would therefore expect around nine new co-crystals to emerge from this
list (30 ×
∑30
i=1 1/30 × pi = 8.71, with pi being the precision associated with
coformer i in Table 4.1). Yet, as already explained in Chapter 3, this precision
is underestimated and is in fact the lower limit for its actual value. A larger
number of new co-crystals is therefore expected to emerge from the subsequent
experimental screening.
4.3.2 Screening results
From the thirty suggested coformer candidates, twelve yielded one or several
new phases upon screening with the three techniques presented above (Table
4.1), resulting in seventeen new indications for multicomponent crystal formation.
iiIn principle, nine PZQ co-crystals can be found in the CSD, seven of which are with dicar-
boxylic acids, one with L-malic acid and one with D-malic acid. However, the network approach
represents co-crystals with chiral molecules by using a single enantiomer as one of its nodes (see
Chapter 3), reducing the total number to eight.
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The powder diffractograms obtained for the experiments with each of these
candidates can be found in Figures S2-S15, and the solvents selected for LAG, SE
and SAT (with compositions values) are presented in Table S1 (see Supplementary
information of this thesis). This section will focus on a brief overview of the
experimentally identified phases, and investigate their crystal structures further
below. A more thorough analysis of the screening methods and strategy, their
thermodynamic nature and results will be discussed in a future publication.
Ideally, the three experimental methods yield the same crystals, and this
was the case for 1,4-diiodotetrafluorobenzene (6), 4-hydroxybenzoic acid (7, see
Figure 4.4) and 3,5-dinitrobenzoic acid (13). This was determined using powder
diffraction, and SC-XRD showed these to be binary co-crystals (simulated powder
patterns added to the corresponding graphs). As for some candidates the presence
of a specific solvent was required to prompt the formation of a new phase, co-
crystal solvates were found and confirmed with SC-XRD for salicylic acid (5,
+ H2O via ambient humidity, not found by SAT), 4-aminosalicylic acid (12, +
MeCN), 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (22, + MeCN) and 3,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid
(24, + MeCN). Identical patterns for LAG and SE with acetone were also obtained
for 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (22), and this phase was proven to be a binary
co-crystal with SC-XRD. Depending on the solvent used for LAG and SE, vanillic
acid (20) yielded different powder diffraction patterns for EtOH and MeCN.
Whereas the phase obtained from EtOH was confirmed to be the binary co-crystal,
we did not succeed to grow single crystals for the MeCN phase. However, solvate
formation with MeCN is excluded as the same pattern was found by SAT using
EtOH. Albeit different from its starting materials, the powder X-ray diffraction
pattern obtained for the combination with hydroquinone (15) after SE was not
the same as that acquired after LAG or SAT. For 2,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid (28),
the solids acquired with LAG, SE, and SAT all differed. For both these coformers,
the phases obtained from LAG correspond to those characterized by SC-XRD,
thus the question remains whether the uncharacterized SE and SAT powders are
metastable and even co-crystalline, as no suitable single crystals could be acquired.
Finally, whereas performing a LAG experiment with orcinol (29) resulted in the
binary co-crystal, SE returned an oil that could not be analyzed by PXRD. As
orcinol is also very soluble in common solvents such as EtOH, MeCN and ethyl
acetate, an undersaturated, viscous liquor impractical for an SAT experiment was
obtained.
We were unable to reproduce the LAG results for pimelic acid reported by
Espinosa-Lara et al. [127] (4; remained a physical mixture after grinding with
MeCN) with our experimental conditions for LAG and SAT, and, besides diffrac-
tion peaks corresponding to pimelic acid, the phase obtained from SE exhibited
diffraction peaks different from their previously reported result. As also in our
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Figure 4.4: Diffractograms of PZQ and 4-hydroxybenzoic acid, and their mixtures obtained from
LAG, SE and SAT. A simulated powder diffraction pattern of the obtained crystal structure is added
for comparison.
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case various attempts to grow single crystals for SC-XRD failed, it remains unclear
whether a co-crystal with pimelic acid actually exists. Additionally, we were not
able to find the new phases for D-(-)-tartaric acid (19) and its counter-enantiomer
reported by Cugovčan et al. [156] with LAG, SE and SAT.
Although we could not confirm co-crystal formation for sixteen candidates
(crosses in Table 4.1), oily to glass-like substances unsuitable for characteri-
zation with PXRD were obtained after LAG for combinations of PZQ with 3-
hydroxybenzoic acid (16), 3-nitrobenzoic acid (25) and 4-nitrophenol (26). These
mixtures also did not solidify over a period of approximately ninety days (’-o’ in
Table 4.1). From Table 4.1, it is also clear that oil/glass formation emerged more
frequently with SE. Moreover, issues with finding a solvent that can both solu-
bilize the coformers and has a moderate vapor pressure (at ambient conditions)
hampered the screening for derivatives of phthalic acid (8, 10 and 18; ’-i’ in Table
4.1).
4.3.3 Structural analysis of newly discovered co-crystals for PZQ
Single crystals of twelve new co-crystals of PZQ were successfully grown and
analyzed (Table 4.1). PZQ molecules are always found in their anti conformation,
where the carbonyl groups face opposite directions, in some cases with a 90°
rotation of the cyclohexyl-group. The crystal structures can be classified into
four classes, based on the established intermolecular interaction patterns and the
packing of the PZQ enantiomers.
The most frequently occurring class is populated by co-crystals characterized
by one-dimensional enantiopure chains (Figure 4.5 and 4.6), whereby always both
carbonyl groups of PZQ molecules interact with the coformer through hydrogen
bonds. The crystal structures are centrosymmetric and therefore contain chains
of the opposite chirality, and chains are held together by interactions weaker
than the hydrogen bonds within these chains. Figure 4.5 shows four co-crystals
characterized by the formation of these similar chains, where the coformers
can be seen as interchangeable agents for co-crystal formation. The co-crystal
solvates containing 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (Figure 4.5b) and 4-aminosalicylic
acid (Figure 4.5d) are isostructural, and their enantiopure chains lie in the same
crystallographic direction ([1, 1, 1], overlay shown in the ESI). The chains formed
in the orcinol co-crystal (Figure 4.6a), on the other hand, do not resemble those
shown in Figure 4.5. While still forming hydrogen bonds to both of the carbonyl
groups of PZQ via its hydroxyl groups, a zigzag chain is observed (Figure 4.6b),
and chains with equal chirality stack on top of each other.
For the co-crystals (and co-crystal solvate) with hydroquinone (Figure 4.7a),
3,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (Figure 4.7b) and 2,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid (Figure
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Figure 4.5: Structures of four PZQ co-crystals exhibiting similar enantiopure chains. The S-
enantiomer of PZQ is shown in each structure, and all hydrogen atoms except those involved in
hydrogen bonding interactions and explanatory for the absolute configuration are omitted. For
clarity, only the major conformation is shown in case of disorder (ORTEP plots with disorder
in Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI)). (a) Co-crystal with 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid
(22). (b) Co-crystal solvate with 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (22) and MeCN. (c) Co-crystal with
4-hydroxybenzoic acid (7). (d) Co-crystal solvate with 4-aminosalicylic acid (12) and MeCN.
4.7c), hydrogen bonding patterns induce the formation of chains containing
both enantiomers of PZQ (in a 1:1 molar ratio) and the coformer. Similar to the
abovementioned enantiopure chains, both carbonyl groups of the (alternating)
PZQ enantiomers take part in hydrogen bonding interactions with the coformer.
Contrary to the abovementioned enantiopure and racemic chains, a class of
so-called racemic pair co-crystals was identified where the R- and S-enantiomers
of PZQ interact via hydrogen bonding interactions similar to those in its racemic
compound polymorph TELCEU01 [151] (Figure 4.8a). This pair formation is
observed for the co-crystals with vanillic acid (Figure 4.8c) and, albeit shifted, 3,5-
dinitrobenzoic acid (Figure 4.8d). For the co-crystal with salicylic acid, a hydrate
is formed, and the enantiomers are bridged in a similar fashion as TELCEU01,
but now by two water molecules (Figure 4.8b).
In contrast to the other coformers suggested by network-based link predic-
tion, 1,4-diiodotetra-fluorobenzene (coformer 6) is the only molecule for which
hydrogen bonding is precluded, leaving halogen bonding and π-π interactions as
plausible alternatives for co-crystal formation. Unlike the apparent zero- or one-
dimensional nature of the interactions from the former three classes, the structure
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Figure 4.6: (a) Structure of the co-crystal containing S-PZQ and orcinol (29). (b) Enantiopure zigzag
chain of S-PZQ and orcinol, running along the [0, 1, 0] direction. Chains with identical chirality
stack on top of each other. Only PZQ’s major conformation and the hydrogen atoms relevant for
hydrogen bonding and chirality are shown (see ESI for more details).
of the co-crystal of 1,4-diiodotetrafluorobenzene reveals a two-dimensional net-
work (Figure 4.9). Besides the alternation of PZQ enantiomers, halogen-bonded
to the coformer via carbonyl-iodide interactions on either side, the fluorine atoms
of the coformer interact with the hydrogens of the aromatic and cyclohexyl rings
of PZQ.
4.4 Discussion
Based on the knowledge of a limited set of eight known PZQ co-crystals as present
in the CSD, outlined by a specific and recurring set of structural features, the
network-based link prediction method proposes a variety of chemically diverse
new coformers. By specifically searching in the co-crystal network for coformer
candidates that exhibit a similar tendency to form co-crystals as the coformers
found in the list of known co-crystals for PZQ, sometimes related, yet in some
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Figure 4.7: Co-crystals of PZQ connected by racemic chains. Only hydrogen atoms involved in
hydrogen bonding interactions and explanatory for the absolute configuration are displayed. For
clarity, only the major conformation is shown in case of disorder (ORTEP plots with disorder and
details available in the ESI). (a) Co-crystal with hydroquinone (15). (b) Co-crystal solvate with
3,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (24) and MeCN. (c) Co-crystal with 2,4-hydroxybenzoic acid (28).
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Figure 4.8: Structures of a racemic compound polymorph of PZQ (TELCEU01) and 3 co-crystals
resembling its racemic pair formation. (a) Racemic polymorph of Praziquantel (TELCEU01 [151]).
(b) Co-crystal hydrate with salicylic acid (5). (c) Co-crystal with vanillic acid (20). (d) Co-crystal
with 3,5-dinitrobenzoic acid (13). Only PZQ’s major conformation and the hydrogen atoms relevant
for hydrogen bonding and chirality are shown (details in ESI).
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Figure 4.9: The racemic halogen-bonded network structure obtained for the co-crystal of PZQ
and 1,4-diiodotetrafluorobenzene (6). Only the hydrogen atoms relevant for the determination
of the absolute configuration are shown. The cyclohexyl ring of PZQ is disordered, and its major
conformation is shown (details in ESI).
cases unexpected (e.g. 1,4-diiodotetrafluorobenzene) coformers are suggested,
which would not have been obvious to determine using more traditional ap-
proaches such as with the supramolecular synthon approach [48]. The number
of new co-crystal structures discovered also agrees with the expected number of
nine: eight new binary co-crystals and an additional four co-crystal solvates were
discovered, all characterized by SC-XRD. Using this additional new information
on co-crystals for PZQ, the link prediction method can be applied again, and
a new, more precise list of coformer candidates can be generated. To illustrate
this concept, this was performed once for PZQ, and predictions for fifty new
combinations are presented in Table S2. On the other hand, the information of
both positive and negative indications for co-crystal formation can be fed into a
prediction framework based on artificial neural networks [166] (see Chapter 5),
further guiding the search for adequate coformers.
The combination of the three co-crystal screening methods proves to be valu-
able for the discovery of both stable and possibly metastable co-crystal forms.
Conclusions regarding co-crystal solvate formation can be readily deduced from
the requirement of a specific solvent to prompt its formation. The powder diffrac-
tograms of the solids obtained with LAG generally correspond to those simulated
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from the crystal structures. Diffraction patterns of the solids obtained with SE and
SAT, on the other hand, did sometimes differ, and possibly polymorphic forms
with equal or different stoichiometries of the co-crystals with hydroquinone,
vanillic acid and 2,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid exist. It is interesting to note that
these forms would have not been found through the sole use of LAG, stressing
the importance of exploring multiple co-crystal synthesis techniques. On the
other hand, for orcinol and 4-aminosalicylic acid, the hits found with LAG could
not be confirmed with SE, which illustrates that SE should always be combined
with other screening techniques.
The discovered co-crystal structures exhibit similar features and can be clas-
sified into four classes based on their hydrogen bonding motifs and packing of
PZQ enantiomers. Among these classes, the four enantiopure-chain forming co-
crystals presented in Figure 4.5 show an almost identical packing. These hydroxy-
and aminobenzoic acid derivatives align the PZQ molecules in such a way that
they can be seen as replaceable agents in the same crystal structure, varying only
slightly in their substitution patterns and molecular volume. This illustrates how
the link prediction algorithm predicts functionally similar compounds: whereas
structurally similar compounds sometimes exhibit very different co-crystallization
behavior caused by different substitution patterns [167] (as also for instance ob-
served for 3-hydroxybenzoic acid, coformer 16), coformers with a similar function
for multicomponent crystal formation are found. Based on this principle, the
racemic chains formed with 3,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid and 2,4-dihydroxybenzoic
acid (Figure 4.7b and c), and racemic pair formed with vanillic acid (Figure 4.8c),
on the other hand, could also be envisaged to form enantiopure chains. Given the
absence of a full characterization of the SE and SAT phases obtained for vanillic
acid and 2,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid, the question remains whether such a packing
actually exists for these coformers. A similar line of reasoning can be applied to
the existence of racemic chain co-crystal polymorphs, and these assumptions can
form a viable starting point for crystal structure prediction.
Although having found 12 new co-crystalline forms for PZQ, we did not
succeed in finding an enantiomorphous or conglomerate co-crystal. Therefore,
although informative for classifying PZQ co-crystals, packings other than the
ones introduced here should be sought after for conglomerate formation.
4.5 Conclusion
Using the information of eight known PZQ co-crystals as present in the CSD,
link prediction was successfully used to propose several new coformers for PZQ.
For the thirty highest scoring coformer candidates, a co-crystal screening was
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conducted with three screening techniques. Seventeen new indications for new
co-crystals were obtained, and single crystals for twelve of the indications were
resolved by SC-XRD. Of these new co-crystalline materials, eight were found to be
two-component co-crystals and four of them co-crystal solvates, in line with the
estimated nine new combinations statistically expected from the link prediction
precisions.
A classification of the PZQ co-crystals was performed based on the packing of
the enantiomers and intermolecular interactions between the coformers and PZQ.
This demonstrated the concept of interchangeable, functionally similar coformers.
Using this classification of PZQ co-crystals, uncharacterized forms obtained from
SE and SAT can be pictured to be polymorphic forms, fitting in one of these
classes, which also form a viable starting point for crystal structure prediction.
Although no enantiomorphous or conglomerate co-crystal of PZQ was found,
we hope that the insights gained from the structural analysis can point further
research in a better direction, avoiding the racemic compound-forming structures
discussed here.
This case study for PZQ showed how knowledge of a limited set of known
coformers for a target compound can be used to generate meaningful network-
based predictions for new coformers given the co-crystal information present
in the CSD. Experimental co-crystallization data gained from subsequent co-
crystal screening studies can easily be introduced as additional information into
the method, generating an even larger and more precise list of predictions. We
therefore envisage the approach to be useful to researchers aiming at expanding
the co-crystal landscape of target compounds on the basis of limited available
in-house co-crystallization data.
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Experimental
Materials. RS-Praziquantel (RS-PZQ) was obtained from Merck KGaA (Darm-
stadt, Germany). The coformers used for screening were obtained from various
chemical vendors with purities exceeding 97% (see ESI) and were used as received,
except for 3,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid, which was recrystallized from acetonitrile.
For SE and LAG experiments, solvents with purities higher than reagent grade
were used. Solvent purities of >99% were used for the SAT method to minimize
the introduction of impurities and water.
Liquid-assisted grinding (LAG). For a LAG experiment, 50 mg of a stoichiomet-
ric powder (1:1 molar ratio) containing RS-PZQ and the coformer was ground in
the presence of 40 µL acetonitrile, methanol, ethanol or acetone. The apparatus
used for milling was a Retsch MM 400 (Retsch GmbH, Haan, Germany), and
grinding was performed in 1.5 mL stainless steel jars with one 5 mm stainless
steel ball per jar. The milling frequency was 25 Hz and milling time was 30
minutes. Powders/solids were analyzed with powder X-ray diffraction and the
resulting patterns were compared with reference patterns of the pure coformers
to investigate the possible formation of a new phase.
Solvent evaporation (SE). Similar to a LAG experiment, 50 mg of a 1:1 stoichio-
metric mixture was prepared and dissolved in a minimal amount of solvent. To
speed up the dissolution, most samples were shortly treated in an ultra-sound
bath (in cycles of approximately 2-3 min.), ensuring slightly undersaturated solu-
tions at room temperature. The samples were then transferred to 10 mL glass vials
and covered with parafilm in which 5 small holes were pinched with a needle.
Solids obtained after complete evaporation of the solvent were then characterized
with powder X-ray diffraction.
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Measurement of saturation temperature (SAT). Saturation temperature Tsat (sol-
ubility) values of specific PZQ-coformer compositions were measured with Crys-
tal16 (Technobis, Alkmaar, the Netherlands) using the following temperature
profile: dissolution at 60°C followed by 3 cycles of cooling to -5°C (-0.5°C/min)
and heating to 60°C (0.3 °C/min), with a final cooling to -5°C (-0.5°C/min) [165].
First, solubility curves (composition as a function of Tsat) of the pure coformer and
RS-PZQ were determined in a selected solvent. Next, a screening was performed
by measuring the experimental Tsat of a specific mixture containing RS-PZQ and
the coformer, both with composition corresponding to their theoretical solubility
at a chosen temperature in the solvent (theoretical Tsat). If the Tsat measured for
the mixture was equal to or lower than the theoretical Tsat, it was assumed that
no new phase was formed. On the other hand, if the Tsat of the mixture was
higher, a more stable phase (potential co-crystal) is assumed to be present in the
suspension, which was further characterized by powder X-ray diffraction after
filtration.
Powder X-ray diffraction analysis (PXRD). LAG and SE samples were placed
as a thin film of powder on zero-background (557)-silicon wafers and measured
with a Panalytical Empyrean diffractometer. The diffractograms were measured
in Bragg-Brentano geometry (reflection mode) using monochromatic CuKα radia-
tion from a sealed LFF tube and a PIXcel3D 1x1 detector. A continuous scan was
made in the 5◦ < 2θ < 30◦ range with a step size of 0.013◦ and a scan speed of
0.11 ◦.s−1.
SAT samples were analyzed using a Bruker D8 Advance II diffractometer with
Debye–Scherrer transmission from a Cu source radiation (1.541 Å) with an oper-
ating voltage of 40kV, current 50mA, Kα1 Johansson monochromator and 1mm
anti-divergence slit. A scanning range of 2θ values between 4◦ and 35◦ was ap-
plied with a scan speed of 0.017◦.s−1.
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction (SC-XRD). The experimental protocol for grow-
ing crystals suitable for SC-XRD can be found in the ESI. Reflections were
measured on a Bruker D8 Quest diffractometer with sealed tube and Triumph
monochromator (λ = 0.71073 Å). Software package used for the intensity inte-
gration was Saint (v8.40A, Bruker). Absorption correction was performed with
SADABS-2016/2 [168]. The structures were solved with direct methods using
SHELXL-2014/5. Least-squares refinement was performed with SHELXL-2018/3
[169] against |F 0h |2 of all reflections. Non-hydrogen atoms were refined freely with
anisotropic displacement parameters. Hydrogen atoms were placed on calculated
positions or located from difference Fourier maps. All calculated hydrogen atoms
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Abstract
A significant amount of attention has been given to the design and syn-
thesis of co-crystals by both industry and academia because of its potential to
change a molecule’s physicochemical properties. Yet, difficulties arise when
searching for adequate combinations of molecules (or coformers) to form
co-crystals, hampering the efficient exploration of the target’s solid-state
landscape. This chapter reports on the application of a data-driven co-crystal
prediction method, based on two types of artificial neural network models
and co-crystal data present in the Cambridge Structural Database. The mod-
els accept pairs of coformers and predict whether a co-crystal is likely to form.
By combining the output of multiple models of both types, our approach
shows to have excellent performance on the proposed co-crystal training
and validation sets, and has an estimated accuracy of 80% for molecules for
which previous co-crystallization data is unavailable.
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5.1 Introduction
Molecular solids [170] appear in many different ways, and the solid-state land-
scape of a molecule may cover various crystalline forms, ranging from poly-
morphs and hydrates to more complex multicomponent crystals [4, 10]. In the
latter, the formation of new intermolecular interactions between the target and
an auxiliary compound has proven to be an excellent tool to modify physico-
chemical characteristics of a target compound, such as the (aqueous) solubility,
bio-availability, density, and melting point [32, 171–175]. Multicomponent crys-
tals therefore find their application in various fields (e.g. fertilizers [34, 176],
pigments [35, 177] and medicine [14, 31, 178]), and play a pivotal role in the
effective formulation of pharmaceuticals.
The design of multicomponent crystals is non-trivial and new forms are often
identified via trial and error. Unlike salts, where proton transfer leads to strong
ionic/coulombic interactions, solvates and co-crystals are assembled through
weaker, non-covalent interactions (e.g. hydrogen bonding, π-π interactions, ...).
Such intermolecular interactions between functional groups are often used to
rationalize the possibility of aggregation [49], but with no guarantee that the
postulated interactions will emerge.
Whereas polymorphs, salts and solvates are commonly screened using au-
tomated high throughput systems [175, 179–181], the experimental screening of
co-crystals remains labor-intensive and time-consuming. In order to shorten this
process, a variety of computational tools, based on hydrogen-bond propensi-
ties [64, 65, 95, 182], statistical analyses and modeling of molecular descriptors
[62, 63, 183], electrostatic potential maps [53–56, 184], crystal structure prediction
[50–52, 61], COSMO-RS [60, 185], molecular dynamics [57], or PIXEL calculations
[186, 187] and Hirshfeld surface analysis [188] (as for instance implemented in
the CrystalExplorer software package [189]), have been developed to aid in the
discovery of adequate combinations of the constituents or coformers. Although
these computer-aided methods have succeeded in enhancing co-crystal screening
protocols, some of the shortcomings include their bias towards small or struc-
turally related datasets, oversimplified assumptions regarding the mechanisms
of interaction, and, in some cases, their computational cost.
In Chapters 2 and 3, we introduced a holistic approach to study co-crystallization
using network science and link prediction [128, 164]. Analysis of a network of co-
formers extracted from the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) [7] shows that,
rather than being a random assembly of coformers, it represents a rational source
of co-crystal information that can form a basis for prediction. Therefore, it would
be very appealing to develop a method that utilizes all this co-crystal information,
and is able to predict co-crystals for coformers lacking any experimental data on
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co-crystal formation. Such a tool would for instance enable the evaluation of the
co-crystal formation propensity for in silico determined drug candidates (prior
to their actual synthesis), or aid in the (co-)crystallization of molecules that are
amorphous in their pure form.
Artificial neural networks, and in particular deep learning [73], have emerged
as promising tools for data-driven prediction. Given an adequate molecular
representation, artificial neural networks can be used to, for example, predict
physicochemical properties (e.g. solubility) or classify molecules, hereby assigning
the input to a certain class (e.g. toxic or non-toxic, example in Figure 1.5).
Driven by the recent advances in artificial neural networks and the promising
source of co-crystal information present in the CSD, we introduce a new approach
to predict co-crystal formation using neural networks. Two neural network model
types are introduced that each accept a pair of coformers as input and classify the
combination as a possible co-crystal or not. By optimizing the configuration of
each model type, we obtain several equally performing models, which are stored
in model ensembles to make a combined prediction [190]. We will demonstrate
the excellent performance of the model ensembles by repredicting all available
binary co-crystal data in the CSD via cross-validation. In a case study involving
carbamazepine, we further validate the approach by analyzing the predictions
for known and experimentally tested combinations [185]. Finally, we compiled
predictions for ketoprofen, a compound unknown to form co-crystals, and present
its first drug-drug co-crystal with carbamazepine.
5.2 Results and Discussion
5.2.1 Overview of model design and selection
Two neural network model types are proposed to classify pairs of coformers as
possible co-crystals (Figures 5.1a and 5.1b), differing in their required molecular
representation as input and the initial pre-processing step (blue modules in
Figure 5.1). A wide variety of molecular representations exist, and in an effort
to encode both the functionalities and size/shape of the coformers, we opted
for circular (or extended-connectivity) fingerprint vectors [87] and molecular
graphs [88] as input formats (Figure 5.2). Although playing an important role
in co-crystal formation and synthesis, the stoichiometry of each individual co-
crystal was not incorporated as a model parameter, as this was not found to
influence the predictive performance. The stoichiometry of a predicted coformer
pair is therefore not determined by the models, but should rather be explored
experimentally.
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Figure 5.1: Model types and ensembles for the prediction of co-crystal formation. (a) FP: Fingerprint-
based model type. (b) GCN: Graph convolution-based model type. (c) Model ensembles return the
average of the predictions of their constituents.
Figure 5.2: Featurization of aspirin (acetylsalicylic acid) as a circular fingerprint vector and molecu-
lar graph. (top right) Circular or extended-connectivity fingerprints (ECFP2r, where r is the radius)
store substructures around each atom up to a certain radius r in a binary vector. The presence or
absence of these substructures are encoded as 1 or 0, respectively. (bottom right) Molecular graphs
store the connectivities between the molecule’s atoms in an Natoms × Natoms adjacency matrix,
and their features (such as atom type, hybridization etc.; Table S3) in an Natoms ×Nfeatures feature
matrix. Explicit zeros are omitted for clarity.
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Conceptually, both model types pre-process each coformer in an equivalent
manner before combining them together to make the final prediction. Whereas
the initial pre-processing step of the molecular fingerprint-based model type
(FP; Figure 5.1a) consists of traditional hidden layers, the molecular graph-based
model type uses graph convolutional layers [88, 191–194] (GCN; Figure 5.1b).
Due to their wide applicability and strong performance [84, 86, 195–203], graph
convolutional neural networks have gained much popularity in recent years,
as they can learn specific molecular fragments and variations thereof that are
decisive for the prediction of a property [88], rather than relying on statically de-
fined atom combinations such as in circular fingerprints. A similar methodology
could be used for the prediction of solvates, and it could be extended to appli-
cations involving two or more atomic or molecular species (e.g. metal-organic
frameworks).
The transformation of a pair of coformers to a prediction of co-crystal for-
mation is learned using the co-crystal data available during model training. By
adjusting the neural network’s internal parameters, the loss parameter, related to
the misclassification error on the available training data, is minimized. For the
present research, 8050 binary co-crystals were extracted from the CSD and their
constituents were converted to molecular graphs and fingerprint vectors. For the
successful application of deep learning, however, a data set of invalid coformer
combinations is also needed. A common issue with databases is their recording
of successful cases only, not taking failed experiments into account. Therefore, it
is impossible to directly extract an evidence-based list of invalid coformer com-
binations from the CSD, nor is screening literature for invalid combinations a
feasible and unbiased option. To cope with this issue, we generated an equally
large invalid co-crystal set using our link-prediction method [164] (see Chapter 3),
assigning a statistical likelihood to the existence of a co-crystal for two coformers
based on network science. By restricting the sampled invalid co-crystals to highly
unlikely combinations of coformers that each have at least 5 co-crystals in the
CSD, a balanced invalid co-crystal set is found, showing a substantial overlap
with coformers present in the valid co-crystal set.
The two model types introduced above are subject to a vast number of ad-
justable configurational parameters, such as the number of layers, layer sizes,
activation function of the layers etc. (Table S4). As each parameter greatly in-
fluences the performance of the model types on the data set, it is of paramount
importance to tune the model configurations in order to achieve the optimal
predictive performance. However, because the space imposed by these configura-
tional parameters is extremely large, it is impossible to manually tune the model
configuration and we therefore resorted to using Bayesian Optimization [204]. By
iteratively assessing the performance of possible configurations on validation sets
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that are set aside (using the loss parameter), an optimizer constructs a surrogate
model, which is used to seek the most optimal configurations for each model type.
Fifty such iterations were performed, producing a ranked list of possible model
configurations and their associated performance on validation data sets for each
type.
Although being architecturally different, the performance of the five best-
performing FP models and GCN models differs only slightly, and each model
has at least an accuracy value of 96% on its respective validation set (Tables S5
and S6). Moreover, as small differences in the produced validation sets would
lead to small changes in performance metrics and hence a different ranking, it
is imprudent to select only a single model per type as final predictor. To solve
this issue, we decided to group five models of each type with the lowest losses in
separate model ensembles (FP ensemble and GCN ensemble; Figure 5.1c). These
composite models return the average of their individual constituents’ predictions
and are likely to improve the overall robustness of the predictor by cancelling
out erroneous mispredictions of single models. Furthermore, in an effort to
include a larger and more differentiated amount of molecular information for
the final prediction, we also combined the results of both model ensembles in a
ten-membered model ensemble (FP + GCN ensemble; Figure 5.1c).
Details on the model implementation, dataset generation, model selection and
model ensembling procedures are described in more detail in the Supplementary
Information section of this thesis.
5.2.2 In silico validation of the approach
An evaluation of how well the three model ensembles (FP, GCN, and FP + GCN
ensembles) can repredict co-crystals from the data set is obtained with cross-
validation. In such a test, the data set is divided in ten equally large random parts,
and each part (serving as a validation set) is, in turn, repredicted by the model
ensembles that were trained on the remaining nine parts. This test therefore
serves as an internal validation check and first step towards model validation.
All three ensembles demonstrate exceptionally high accuracy values (≥ 97%
averaged over ten validation sets; Figure S17), revealing the large potential of
deep learning for multicomponent crystal prediction. These findings support the
notion that rules for co-crystal formation are encoded in the internal parameters
of the neural network models, which in fact define relevant combinations of
atomic and molecular fragments. In practice, the reported accuracy suggests that
on average more than 19 out of 20 co-crystals from a random subset are classified
correctly based on the information of the remaining co-crystals in the data set. As
differences in performance for the three model ensembles are small and within
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one another’s standard deviations, the FP + GCN ensemble was chosen as final
predictor for overall robustness.
The high accuracy values obtained with cross-validation are only applicable
when significant overlap between the coformers in the training and validation
sets is present. To mimic the situation in which the target compound is completely
absent in the co-crystal data available from the CSD, we manually removed all
valid and invalid co-crystals for carbamazepine (Figure 5.1c) from our data set
and trained the FP + GCN ensemble on the remaining data. By comparing the
model ensemble’s output to the experimental outcome for this substantial set of
co-crystals of carbamazepine together with an additional set of 20 experimentally
tested combinations by Roca-Paixão et al. [185] (out of 75 studied compounds),
we then are able to evaluate the performance of our approach for its intended
purpose.
Because the ensemble consists of ten members, its output is no longer binary
(i.e. 0 or 1) but continuous and can be interpreted as the percentage of models
voting for a positive outcome. For the purpose of prediction, values larger than 0.5
are classified as valid and vice versa. Comparison between the true and predicted
labels for the structures in Figure 5.3 leads to an accuracy of 80% and a precision
value of 79%, again confirming that relevant patterns for co-crystallization can be
learned from co-crystal data in the CSD, and that these patterns are transferable
to unseen cases.
Co-crystals of carbamazepine that were previously verified, were all correctly
repredicted with mostly scores of 1.00 and at least 0.78. Invalid combinations
(slashed zeros) that were present in the data set are given substantially smaller
values, with the emergence of two false positives (coformers 44 and 45). We also
compiled the predictions for an additional 67 invalid combinations for carba-
mazepine (Figure S18) and found that approximately 78% of invalid co-crystals
scored lower than 0.5. An important result is therefore that the ensemble can
discriminate potential coformer couples from combinations that are unable to
interact. Yet, some combinations for carbamazepine that were not experimentally
found by Roca-Paixão et al. [185] (crosses) are still given large values. This may
indicate that the experimental conditions were possibly not optimal to yield co-
crystalline material for these combinations. On the other hand, although being
considered as a ’bullet-proof’ method to synthesize thermodynamically stable
co-crystals, Bučar et al. [205] demonstrated that also nucleation issues can poten-
tially hamper co-crystal formation during grinding. We therefore extended the
experimental search for these co-crystals and have synthesized the co-crystal of
carbamazepine with ketoprofen (coformer 42, vide infra). Moreover, co-crystals for
the combination of carbamazepine with ibuprofen (coformer 41) have also been
reported [206]. In addition to a positive prediction, the identification of a real
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(a)
Figure 5.3: Model output for the coformers in combination with carbamazepine. (checkmark):
Experimental proof available. (cross): Not found by Roca-Paixão et al. [185]. (slashed zero): Invalid
combination from the data set. True positives (TP): 38. True negatives (TN): 2. False positives
(FP): 10. False negatives (FN): 0. The color around the coformer number is related to the error
between true and predicted value (continuous spectrum from green (error = 0) to red (error = 1)).
(*): Co-crystal determined in this work.
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(b)
Figure 5.3: (continued) Model output for the coformers in combination with carbamazepine. (check-
mark): Experimental proof available. (cross): Not found by Roca-Paixão et al. [185]. (slashed
zero): Invalid combination from the data set. True positives (TP): 38. True negatives (TN): 2. False
positives (FP): 10. False negatives (FN): 0. The color around the coformer number is related to the
error between true and predicted value (continuous spectrum from green (error = 0) to red (error =
1)). (*): Co-crystal determined in this work.
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co-crystal thus also requires the search for and fine-tuning of the experimental
conditions for its actual synthesis.
5.2.3 Application to an active pharmaceutical ingredient (API)
The intended purpose of our approach is to predict co-crystals of molecules for
which experimental data is unavailable. Ketoprofen (see Figure 5.1c) is such a
case, as it has no co-crystals in the CSD (and hence our dataset), making it a
challenging and perfect candidate to test the approach.
The scoring spectrum of the FP + GCN ensemble for ketoprofen was evalu-
ated for predictions with the 75 most popular coformers as found in the CSD. To
gain insight in the correlation between the various coformer types among these
75 molecules and their prediction values, we clustered the coformers based on
their number of common co-crystallization partners (according to the principles
described in Chapter 2). By drawing co-crystals in the CSD as a physical network
[128], with coformers as its nodes and their co-crystals as its edges, the similarity
between two coformers can be expressed as the number of shared partners (or
common neighbors) divided by the combined number of co-crystallization part-
ners. Coformers that are highly similar are then merged in clusters using Ward’s
hierarchical grouping method [99]. The result of the clustering is presented as
a dendrogram (Figure 5.4, left), showing the distances at which coformers are
merged, where higher distances correspond to more dissimilar coformers (or clus-
ters thereof). The actual coformers in these clusters and their respective predicted
values are shown in Figure 5.5. Additional details are available in Chapter 2 and
the Supplementary Information section of this thesis.
Members of the green, pink and blue clusters are classified as co-crystals with
a high likelihood of actual formation, and relatively strong intermolecular inter-
actions can indeed be imagined with ketoprofen. In fact, although lacking a full
structural characterization, it was reported by Perpétuo et al. [207] that ketoprofen
and nicotinamide (green cluster, prediction value of 0.996) form a co-crystal using
the Koffler method (as analyzed by polarized light thermal microscopy and FTIR),
supporting the validity of our prediction. Smaller prediction values are found
for the cyan cluster (on average 0.75). While the majority of the models of the
ensemble recognize the π-π-interaction points on both the cluster’s molecules and
ketoprofen, predictions with a smaller confidence are returned. This is likely due
to an underrepresentation of co-crystals bonded solely through π-π-interactions
in the CSD, resulting in less exposure of such cases during training. The smallest
likelihoods of co-crystal formation are given to the aliphatic dicarboxylic acids in
the yellow cluster. Although being omnipresent in other co-crystals, the ensemble
recognizes that pairing the structural features of ketoprofen with two carboxylic
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Figure 5.4: (left) Dendrogram of the 75 most popular coformers in the CSD clustered by Ward’s
hierarchical method. (right) Predicted values for co-crystal formation propensity with ketoprofen
by the 10-membered FP + GCN ensemble.
acid functionalities is not likely to result in a co-crystal, as this is unusual in the
training data. Our approach can thus identify plausible coformer combinations,
and can additionally make suggestions regarding shape and size (decreasing
scores in the yellow cluster). Furthermore, very similar compounds can exhibit
distinct/opposite co-crystallization behavior as a result of different substitution
patterns, which was reported by e.g. Corpinot et al. [167]. The question is whether
our method shows this level of sophistication. For derivatives of hydroxy- and
aminobenzoic acids in the red cluster, we observe that the method distinguishes
between the relative positions of the substituents.
An eye-catching prediction is the drug-drug co-crystal of ketoprofen with
carbamazepine (pcc,ensemble = 0.983, Figure 5.5). This combination was given only
a modest likelihood of formation by COSMO-RS and was not found by liquid-
assisted grinding in methanol [185]. We also made an attempt to synthesize this
co-crystal, and by grinding equimolar mixtures of both racemic and enantiopure
ketoprofen with carbamazepine in the presence of a few drops of acetonitrile, two
new phases were found. Crystals obtained from slow evaporation were analyzed
with single-crystal X-ray diffraction and both proved to be binary co-crystals.
Experimental details, powder diffractograms and crystallographic data for these
new co-crystals are provided in the Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI).
Not only are these the first reported co-crystal structures of ketoprofen, but also
two of the rare cases where two drugs are found in the same crystal [208].
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Figure 5.5: Overview of the molecular structures from Figure 5.4 and their corresponding prediction
values. The structures are ordered from left to right based on their appearance in the dendrogram,




This chapter introduced a new approach for the prediction of binary co-crystal
formation using an ensemble of artificial neural networks. By combining the
available binary co-crystal data in the CSD with a large set of invalid combinations
of coformers, it becomes possible to train the neural networks for the prediction
of co-crystal formation. The approach uses the molecular structures of two
coformers, and outputs a likelihood for co-crystal formation based on information
extracted from the data set.
In silico validation of the approach demonstrated its excellent performance
(accuracy ≥ 97%), and accuracy values around 80% are to be expected for cases
where one of the molecules is not found in co-crystals in the CSD. Ketoprofen is
such a case, and an analysis of its predictions highlighted the relation between
structural features and model output, and lead to the discovery of a new drug-
drug ketoprofen-carbamazepine co-crystal.
The approach is applicable to virtually any molecule (even prior to actual
synthesis), and is therefore envisaged to be an attractive tool for drug design
and optimization in the pharmaceutical industry. Predictions can be made as
soon as the molecular structure of for instance an active substance is proposed or
identified, making it useful in the most early stages of the drug pipeline.
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Co-crystallization, the phenomenon where two or more distinct solid compounds
form a single crystalline material, has enjoyed a resurgence of interest over the
past two decades. The ability to tune physicochemical properties of an under-
performing compound, such as the aqueous solubility or hydration stability of a
pharmaceutical, together with opportunities regarding controlling polymorphism
and chiral separation, have played major roles in its increased popularity. Theo-
retical tools such as Etter’s graph sets and Desiraju’s supramolecular synthons
have laid the foundation for the current understanding of co-crystal structures
in terms of intermolecular interactions. Other decisive factors beyond matching
complementary functional groups, however, have stayed relatively unclear.
Crystallographic databases such as the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)
contain an abundance of information on co-crystalline systems. Guidelines for
the effective design of co-crystals could possibly be unraveled from its content
given the right set of tools. The objectives of this thesis are therefore to gain an
enhanced understanding of co-crystal formation and to use this to predict new
co-crystals using data derived from the CSD. The approaches used to achieve this
goal are network science and machine learning.
After a general introduction on the topic of multicomponent crystals, their
applications and possible routes for synthesis and prediction in Chapter 1, a
new framework for representing co-crystal information in the form of a network
is presented in Chapter 2. By drawing co-crystals as lines or edges and their
constituents (coformers) as the nodes, an enormous amount of relational data
is combined and condensed into an adjacency matrix, the mathematical repre-
sentation of a network. This matrix is analyzed with tools from network science
and data mining, including clustering, popularity analysis and type determina-
tion. Groups or clusters of similar, related coformers are found that tend to form
co-crystals with a same set of coformers. Such clusters show coformers with
a similar function for co-crystallization, without necessarily being structurally
similar. The popularity of coformers in the CSD is heavily biased towards a small
set of popular molecules. The coformer network is so-called scale-free, and its
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distribution of node popularities or degrees shows a declining linear trend in
a logarithmic plot. This emphasizes that co-crystals in the database are often
combinations of highly popular and less popular coformers. Finally, by mapping
metrics characteristic for mono- and bipartite behavior for each co-crystal in the
data set, we demonstrate that co-crystallization mainly happens in a bipartite or
complementary fashion. This agrees with for instance the supramolecular syn-
thon approach, where complementary functional groups such as hydrogen bond
donors and acceptors are drawn upon to synthesize new co-crystals. Although
serving as a paradigm, an exact bipartitioning of the coformer network remains
impossible due to monopartite noise.
In Chapter 3, the information present in the coformer network is utilized for
co-crystal prediction with link-prediction algorithms. Such algorithms convert
the local topology of the network between two coformers into a numerical score
value, corresponding to a likelihood of existence. Concepts from network-based
link prediction for monopartite networks are adapted to the bipartite case, and
the algorithms are validated on known co-crystallization data from the CSD.
Predictions for a hypothetical network of 2016 illustrates that co-crystals added
to the database in the following three years have relatively high scores compared
to subsets of random coformer combinations. The co-crystals added are therefore
expected to generally consist of one popular or hub coformer, and could have
been predicted as missing links. Experimental validation of the top ten highest
scoring missing links for the network of 2019 leads to the discovery of ten new
co-crystal structures. The link-prediction approach is not restricted to coformers
present in the database: co-crystallization data for compounds unknown to the
CSD can be plugged into the network, and on the prerequisite that its known
coformers are already present in the network, new predictions can be made. This
is generally true for compounds considered safe to be added to pharmaceuticals
(so-called GRAS compounds).
Link prediction is also the topic of Chapter 4, where the search for new co-
crystals of Praziquantel (PZQ), a drug used against schistosomiasis, is performed
using candidates proposed by the link-prediction algorithm. Using the knowledge
of eight co-crystals in the CSD, thirty new coformers are predicted for PZQ
and screened using three standard co-crystallization techniques. Seventeen new
indications of co-crystal formation are obtained for twelve of the coformers, and
the crystal structures of twelve hits are characterized by single-crystal X-ray
diffraction. A classification of the crystal structures based on the packing of PZQ
enantiomers and their intermolecular interaction patterns highlights the concept
of functional similarity, and to a certain extent interchangeable coformers are
predicted by link prediction. The latter is a fundamental assumption for the
successful application of the link-prediction approach.
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Finding adequate coformer partners for molecules of which merely a two-
dimensional structure is known, such as in silico determined drug candidates,
remains challenging. However, structural patterns learned from the co-crystal in-
formation present in the CSD could guide the selection of coformers. In Chapter 5,
this is achieved by constructing and training two types of neural networks, based
on molecular fingerprints and molecular graphs, respectively, and combining ten
models with the strongest performing setups in an ensemble. The ensemble shows
to have excellent performance on the proposed validation sets, and is shown to
have an estimated accuracy of 80% for cases for which no co-crystallization data
is available (simulated using carbamazepine). The approach also demonstrates to
be capable of discriminating fruitful combinations from those unable to react. In a
case study involving ketoprofen, the ensemble is shown to relate the score values
to structural features of the candidates, and a clear tendency towards coformers
that could form strong hydrogen bonds is observed. Given its extraordinary
performance and applicability to almost any molecule, this approach is envisaged
to be of interest for the pharmaceutical and (agro)chemical industry, making it




Cokristallisatie, het fenomeen waarbij twee of meer verschillende vaste stoffen
één kristallijn materiaal vormen, heeft een heropleving meegemaakt tijdens de
voorbije twee decennia. Het vermogen om de fysisch-chemische eigenschappen
van een onderpresterende verbinding aan te passen of af te stemmen, zoals de
oplosbaarheid in water van een geneesmiddel of zijn stabiliteit tegen opname
van water, samen met mogelijkheden op het vlak van polymorfie controle en
chirale scheiding, hebben grote rollen gespeeld in zijn toegenomen populariteit.
Theoretische hulpmiddelen zoals de grafenverzameling van Etter en Desiraju’s
supramoleculaire synthons hebben de fundamenten gelegd voor het actuele
begrip van cokristal structuren in termen van hun intermoleculaire interacties.
Doch, andere bepalende factoren die het bijeenbrengen van complementaire
functionele groepen overschrijden, zijn relatief onduidelijk gebleven.
Kristallografische databanken zoals de Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)
bevatten een overvloed aan informatie over cokristallijne systemen. Richtlijnen
voor het effectieve ontwerp van cokristallen zouden bijgevolg, gegeven de juiste
selectie aan hulpmiddelen, kunnen afgeleid worden uit deze inhoud. De doel-
stellingen van dit proefschrift zijn daarvoor om gebruikmakend van informatie
afgeleid uit de CSD een verbeterd begrip te verwerven over cokristal vorming
en deze inzichten te gebruiken om nieuwe cokristallen te voorspellen. De aan-
pak die hiervoor gebruikt is, komt uit het vakgebied rond netwerk analyse en
kunstmatige intelligentie (machinaal leren).
Na een algemene inleiding over multicomponent kristallen (i.e. gekenmerkt
door de aanwezigheid van meerdere chemisch verschillende verbindingen), hun
toepassingen en routes voor synthese en voorspelling in Hoofstuk 1, wordt een
nieuwe manier om cokristal informatie voor te stellen met behulp van een netwerk
gepresenteerd in Hoofstuk 2. Door cokristallen te tekenen als lijnen of schakels en
hun componenten (zogenaamde coformers) als knooppunten wordt een enorme
hoeveelheid aan relationele data gecombineerd en gecondenseerd in een verbind-
ingsmatrix, zijnde de wiskundige voorstelling van een netwerk. Deze matrix
wordt geanalyseerd met hulpmiddelen uit het vak rond netwerk analyse en
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datamining, zoals clusteren, een analyse van de populariteit en bepaling van het
type netwerk. Groepen of clusters van gerelateerde coformers worden gevonden
met een gelijkaardige neiging om cokristallen te vormen met een zelfde verzamel-
ing coformers. Deze clusters tonen bijgevolg coformers aan met een gelijkaardige
functie voor cokristallisatie, en zijn niet noodzakelijk structureel gelijkaardig.
De populariteit van de coformers in de CSD is onderhevig aan een sterke bias
naar een kleine groep populaire moleculen. Het coformer network is zogenaamd
schalingsvrij, en de verdeling van de knooppunt populariteiten of degrees laat een
afnemende lineaire trend in een logaritmisch diagram zien. Dit benadrukt dat
cokristallen in de databank vaak uit combinaties van sterk populaire en minder
populaire coformers bestaan. Tot slot, door statistieken karakteristiek aan mono-
en bipartiet gedrag voor elk cokristal in de dataverzameling op te stellen, kunnen
we aantonen dat cokristallisatie voornamelijk op een bipartiete of complementaire
wijze gebeurt. Dit is in overeenstemming met bijvoorbeeld de aanpak gebaseerd
op supramoleculaire synthons, waarbij complementaire functionele groepen zoals
waterstofbrug donoren en acceptoren worden aangewend om nieuwe cokristallen
te synthetiseren. Hoewel dit kan dienen als een algemeen denkkader blijft het
vormen van een exacte bipartitie onmogelijk door monopartiete ruis.
In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt de informatie uit het coformer netwerk gebruikt voor
cokristal voorspelling met schakelvoorspellingsalgoritmes. Zulke algoritmes
berekenen een numerieke score uit de lokale topologie van het netwerk tussen
twee coformers, wat overeenstemt met een maat voor waarschijnlijkheid van
bestaan. Concepten van netwerk-gebaseerde schakelvoorspelling voor monopar-
tiete netwerken worden aangepast voor het bipartiete scenario, en de algoritmes
zijn gevalideerd op gekende cokristallisatie data van de CSD. Voorspellingen
gemaakt voor een hypothetisch netwerk van 2016 illustreert dat cokristallen die
werden toegevoegd in de drie daaropvolgende jaren relatief hoge scores hebben
ten opzichte van andere subsets van willekeurig gekozen coformer combinaties.
De toegevoegde cokristallen worden daardoor verondersteld in het algemeen
te bestaan uit één populaire of ’hub’ coformer, en hadden dus voorspeld kun-
nen worden als ontbrekende schakels. Experimentele validatie van de top tien
hoogst scorende ontbrekende schakels voor het netwerk van 2019 leidt tot de
ontdekking van tien nieuwe cokristal structuren. De aanpak gebruikmakend
van schakelvoorspelling is niet beperkt tot coformers die aanwezig zijn in de
databank: cokristallisatie data voor verbindingen die niet voorkomen in de CSD
kan gekoppeld worden aan het netwerk, en op voorwaarde dat de coformers
waarmee ze cokristallen vormen al aanwezig zijn in het netwerk, kunnen nieuwe
voorspellingen gemaakt worden. Dit is over het algemeen het geval voor ’veilige’
verbindingen die toegevoegd mogen worden aan geneesmiddelen (zogenaamde
GRAS verbindingen).
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Schakelvoorspelling vormt ook het onderwerp voor Hoofdstuk 4, waar de
zoektocht naar nieuwe cokristallen voor Praziquantel (PZQ), een medicijn dat
wordt gebruikt tegen schistosomiasis, wordt verdergezet voor kandidaten voor-
speld met het schakelvoorspellingsalgoritme. Met behulp van acht cokristallen in
de CSD worden dertig nieuwe coformers voorspeld voor PZQ en gescreend via
drie standaard cokristallisatie technieken. Zeventien nieuwe aanwijzingen voor
cokristal vorming worden verworven voor twaalf coformers, en de kristalstruc-
turen van twaalf aanwijzingen zijn gekarakteriseerd met éénkristal röntgendiffrac-
tie. Een classificatie van de kristalstructuren gebaseerd op de pakking van de PZQ
enantiomeren en de patronen in hun intermoleculaire interacties vestigt de aan-
dacht op het concept van functionele gelijkaardigheid, en uitwisselbare coformers
worden tot op zekere hoogte voorspeld met schakelvoorspelling. Dit laatste is een
fundamentele aanname voor het succesvol toepassen van schakelvoorspellingsal-
goritmes.
Het vinden van geschikte coformer partners voor moleculen waarvan slechts
een twee-dimensionale structuur gekend is, zoals in silico bepaalde geneesmiddel
kandidaten, blijft uitdagend. Structurele patronen die geleerd worden uit cokristal
informatie aanwezig in de CSD zouden eventueel de selectie van coformers kun-
nen leiden. In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt dit bereikt door twee types neurale netwerken,
respectievelijk gebaseerd op moleculaire vingerafdrukken en moleculaire grafen,
op te bouwen en te trainen, en de tien sterkst presterende modellen te combineren
in een ensemble. Het ensemble behaalt uitstekende resultaten op de voorgestelde
validatie sets, en wordt geschat een nauwkeurigheid van 80% te hebben voor
gevallen waarvoor geen cokristallisatie data beschikbaar is (gesimuleerd met
carbamazepine). De aanpak is ook capabel om opleverende combinaties te onder-
scheiden van systemen die niet kunnen interageren. In een studie met ketoprofen
wordt duidelijk dat het ensemble de score waarden relateert aan structurele eigen-
schappen van de kandidaten, en een duidelijke neiging naar coformers die sterke
waterstofbruggen kunnen vormen wordt vastgesteld. Vanwege de buitengewone
prestatie en toepasbaarheid van de beschreven methodes op nagenoeg eender
welk molecuul, is de verwachting dat de relevantie voor de farmaceutische en
(agro)chemische industrie groot zal zijn, alwaar het in de eerste stadia van de
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Link prediction applied to Praziquantel
The procedures to collect and predict new co-crystals using entries from the
CSD are identical to those presented in Chapters 2 and 3. Entries containing
two chemical residues that were organic, not ionic or polymeric, error-free and
had their three-dimensional coordinates determined (including disorder) were
searched in the CSD (v5.39, November 2017 + 2 updates). The components
in these entries were found after conversion from structure data files (SD) to
canonical SMILES with OpenBabel [109]. The components were then compared to
lists of common gasses and solvents (available in the ESI of Chapter 3), resulting
in a list of two-component or binary co-crystals.
To construct a network of coformers (detailed explanation in Chapter 2), a set
of unique coformers N (with length l) was gathered from the abovementioned
list of co-crystals, and an index is assigned to each coformer. Next, an adjacency
matrix A with l rows and l columns is built, and all binary co-crystals (e.g. with
coformer indices i and j) are added by setting Ai,j = 1 and Aj,i = 1.
New combinations of coformers can be predicted using scoring indices based
on the structure of the obtained network (i.e. the information encoded in the
adjacency matrix A). Such an index takes the properties of the subnetwork present
between two coformers (i and j in Figure S1) into account, and transforms them
into a numerical score value. Several such scoring indices applicable to the
coformer network are presented in Chapter 3, together with a more in depth de-
scription of the parameters used for their computation. In the present research, the
bipartite resource allocation index (shown in Figure S1) was used for generating
predictions with PZQ.
An overview of the experimental conditions used for LAG, SE and SAT is
presented in Table S1, and the corresponding powder diffractograms obtained for
cases where new patterns emerged are shown in Figures S2 to S15.
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Figure S1: Visualization of a local subnetwork formed between two coformers, properties of the
subnetwork and the bipartite resource allocation index si,j (adapted from Chapter 3).
Table S1: Solvents used for the LAG, SE and SAT screening methods. The stoichiometric ratios used
for the SAT method are expressed as ’mol coformer per mol PZQ’. ’-i’: terephthalic, isophthalic and
phthalic acid did not dissolve in selected solvents. Whereas DMF can dissolve these coformers, it
evaporation rate is too slow for SE screening.
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Figure S2: Powder diffractograms for PZQ, pimelic acid 
and their mixtures acquired after LAG and SE. SAT 
resulted in a physical mixtures of the coformers both 
solvents. 
Figure S3: Powder diffractograms for PZQ, salicylic acid 
and their mixtures acquired after LAG and SE. The 
simulated powder pattern of its co-crystal hydrate 
(p1822a) is added for comparison. SAT resulted in a 
physical mixture for MeCN and AcOEt, and did not 
crystallize with EtOH. 
 
  
Figure S4: Powder diffractograms for PZQ, 1,4-
diiodotetrafluorobenzene and their mixtures acquired 
after LAG, SE and SAT. The simulated powder pattern 
of its co-crystal (p2057a) is added for comparison. 
Figure S5: Powder diffractograms for PZQ, 4-
hydroxybenzoic acid and their mixtures acquired after 
LAG, SE (both with MeCN) and SAT (EtOH). The 
simulated powder pattern of its co-crystal (p1932a) is 






Figure S6: Powder diffractograms for PZQ, 4-
aminosalicylic acid and their mixtures acquired after 
LAG, SE and SAT. The simulated powder pattern of its 
co-crystal solvate (p2054a) is added for comparison. The 
SE sample consisted of an oil and 4-aminosalicylic acid 
crystals (added to figure). 
Figure S7: Powder diffractograms for PZQ, 3,5-
dinitrobenzoic acid and their mixtures acquired after 
LAG, SE and SAT. The simulated powder pattern of its 
co-crystal (p2046a) is added for comparison. 
 
  
Figure S8: Powder diffractograms for PZQ, 
hydroquinone and their mixtures acquired after LAG, 
SE and SAT. The simulated powder pattern of its co-
crystal (p1931a) is added for comparison. 
Figure S9: Powder diffractograms for PZQ, vanillic acid 
and their mixtures acquired after LAG and SE (both with 
EtOH). The simulated powder pattern of its co-crystal 








Figure S10: Powder diffractograms for PZQ, vanillic 
acid and their mixtures acquired after LAG and SE (both 
with MeCN), and SAT (with EtOH). The results exclude 
the formation of a co-crystal solvate with either 
solvents. 
Figure S11: Powder diffractograms for PZQ, 2,5-
dihydroxybenzoic acid and their mixtures acquired 
after LAG and SE (both with acetone). The simulated 





Figure S12: Powder diffractograms for PZQ, 2,5-
dihydroxybenzoic acid and their mixtures acquired 
after LAG, SE and SAT with MeCN. The simulated 
powder pattern of its co-crystal solvate (p1821a) is 
added for comparison. 
Figure S13: Powder diffractograms for PZQ, 3,5- 
dihydroxybenzoic acid and their mixtures acquired 
after LAG, SE, and SAT with MeCN. The simulated 
powder pattern of its co-crystal solvate (p2044a) is 






Figure S14: Powder diffractograms for PZQ, 2,4- 
dihydroxybenzoic acid and their mixtures acquired 
after LAG and SE (with MeCN), and SAT (with EtOH). 
The simulated powder pattern of its cocrystal (p2024a) 
is added for comparison. 
Figure S15: Powder diffractograms for PZQ, orcinol and 
their mixture acquired after LAG (with EtOH). The 
simulated powder pattern of its cocrystal (p2040a) is 
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Data extraction from the CSD
The procedures to collect co-crystal data from the CSD are the same as those pre-
sented in Chapters 2 and 3. Entries containing two distinct chemical residues that
were organic, not ionic or polymeric, error-free and had their three-dimensional
coordinates determined (including disorder) were searched in the CSD (v5.40).
The individual constituents of the entries were then found by converting their
structure data files (SD) to canonical SMILES strings with OpenBabel [109]. These
molecular representations are unique, take aromaticity and chirality into account,
and are easily converted into circular fingerprint vectors and molecular graphs.
Co-crystals were filtered by comparing each constituent to a predefined list of
common solvents and gasses (lists are made available in the ESI of Chapter 3).
In the case of racemic co-crystals (i.e. a co-crystal containing an achiral coformer
and a pair of enantiomers of a chiral coformer), a single enantiomer is retained
to prevent potential overfitting and unfair reprediction in later stages of model
development. The data set was further restricted to co-crystals with correctly
determined explicit valencies of both coformers, as this was a necessary require-
ment for further processing to fingerprints and molecular graphs. Furthermore,
only coformers with up to 60 heavy atoms (approx. 75% of coformers) were
included, easing the conversion to the proposed data formats and focusing the
set on co-crystals with directed interactions between relatively small molecules.
These procedures resulted in a dataset of 8050 co-crystals, formed by 5334 unique
coformers.
Prior to selecting the coformers on the basis of their explicit valencies and size,
the co-crystals were converted to a physical network and stored in an adjacency
matrix A, for which the row and column indices correspond to the coformers.
Combinations of coformers for which a co-crystal is known in the CSD are labeled
in A as 1, and 0 if undetermined. Such a matrix may be used to predict missing
co-crystals with link-prediction algorithms (see Chapter 3), assigning large score
values to combinations likely to interact based on network principles. Conversely,
combinations that are highly unlikely are given smaller score values, which is
exploited here to generate an invalid co-crystal set.
For coformers in the valid co-crystal set (5334 coformers), having more than
five determined co-crystals in the CSD, all possible combinations were evaluated
with the bipartite resource allocation index (see Chapter 3 Table 3.1), storing those
for which the score ≡ 0, corresponding to invalid coformer combinations. 8050




When applying deep learning to molecular data, the input (in this case a pair
of coformers) should be provided in the form of a chemical representation.
A wide variety of such representations exist [209], including SMILES strings
[107], molecular descriptor vectors [210], key-based [211] and circular [87] (i.e.
extended-connectivity) fingerprint vectors, and molecular graphs [88]. Extended-
connectivity (or radial; Morgan-type) fingerprints were generated from canonical
SMILES strings of the coformers using a DeepChem [212] wrapper-function for
RDKit [213] (DeepChem v2.3.0 with GPU-enabled support, installed for Python
v3.5.6). The radius and length of the fingerprints were not a priori set to fixed
values but assumed to be configurational parameters of the model, meaning that
the featurization to fingerprints is different per FP-model.
Similarly, the canonical SMILES of the coformers were transformed to molecu-
lar graphs with DeepChem. Molecules are characterized by anNatoms×Natoms ad-
jacency matrix, containing the connectivities between the atoms, and an Natoms ×
Nfeatures feature matrix (see Figure 5.2) describing the features of each atom. As
features are mostly categorical of nature (Table S3), the feature vector is one-hot
encoded to allow for their further processing with machine learning techniques.
Therefore, each feature is transformed into an array with a length equal to its
number of choices. Each option is given its own bit in the array, which is set to
1 when present. For example, if one desires to encode the atom type and has
three options, e.g. carbon, oxygen or nitrogen, then carbon corresponds to [1, 0, 0],
oxygen to [0, 1, 0] and nitrogen to [0, 0, 1]. Finally, the one-hot encoded bit vectors
of all properties are joined together, forming the atomic feature vector (of length
78).
Although these two representations are technically two-dimensional in the
sense that no atomic coordinates are taken into account, the inclusion of for exam-
ple the hybridization state of the atoms and optionally their chirality results in
the subtle presence of three-dimensional information. Therefore, these molecular
representations seem to be very suitable for the purpose of co-crystal prediction.
Model implementation and selection
Implementation details
Both model types (Figure 5.1a and 5.1b) were implemented in Python (v3.5.6)
with Keras [214] and DeepChem [212], and are divided into 4 modules (Table S4).
Each model first preprocesses the two coformers in a shared manner (modifying
each coformer in the same way) and afterwards merges them into a learnable,
united co-crystal vector. The latter is then further processed through a sequence
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Table S3: Atom features that are encoded in the feature matrix. The length corresponds to the
number of bits occupied by the specific one-hot encoded feature in the final feature vector (of length
78). Only a single bit is required for boolean properties (e.g. aromatic).
Feature Options Length
Element type C, N, O, S, F, Si, P, Cl, Br, Mg,
Na, Ca, Fe, As, Al, I, B, V, K,
Tl, Yb, Sb, Sn, Ag, Pd, Co, Se,
Ti, Zn, H, Li, Ge, Cu, Au, Ni,
Cd, In, Mn, Zr, Cr, Pt, Hg, Pb,
Unknown
44
Degree 0, 1, 2, ..., 9, 10 11
Implicit valence 0, 1, 2, ..., 5, 6 7
Formal charge 0 or 1 1
Number of radical electrons 0 or 1 1
Hybridization sp, sp2, sp3, sp3d or sp3d2 5
Aromatic True or False 1
Number of hydrogens 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 5
Chirality R, S 2
Chirality possible True or False 1
Σ = 78
of hidden layers and used for the final prediction. In fact, each hidden layer
consists of a sequence of a fully-connected (or dense) layer, a batch normalization
layer [215] and a dropout layer [216]. Several of such layer sequences may be
present within the module.
Fully-connected (or dense) layers receive as input a weighted linear combi-
nation of the output from all nodes in the previous layer. After subtraction of
a bias term, the input is passed though a non-linear activation function and a
single outcome is, after being processed through the batch normalization layer,
transmitted to the next layer sequence, repeating the same computation. During
the training phase, the model is initialized with random weights and bias terms,
and is subsequently exposed to batches of labeled (or known) training data, for
which predictions are generated. The error on these predictions contributes to
a loss function, which is simultaneously minimized by adjusting (or learning)
the model’s weights while cycling over the available training data (supervised
learning). The model weights are adjusted in the direction opposite to the loss
gradients with the backpropagation algorithm [74].
For the preprocessing module of the molecular graph-based model type, the
fully-connected layer is swapped for a graph convolutional layer (open-source
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implementations of Altae-Tran et al. [217]). The molecular graphs are passed
through a series of learnable convolution layers, updating their node features
with those of their local chemical environment with each convolutional pass.
This creates both a tunable and hierarchical representation of the molecule [218],
which, after transformation into a one-dimensional array, is combined into a
co-crystal vector and used as input for the abovementioned neural networks
containing only hidden layers. In unreported results, dropout for such layers
did not appear to affect the training outcome and was therefore omitted. Also,
after a batch normalization layer, the feature vector of each node of the graph
is pooled, updating the features with the maximum activation across itself and
its neighbors. At the end of the preprocessing, the molecular graph of each
coformer is condensed into a one-dimensional array by passing it through a
graph gathering layer, after which both coformers are merged.
Both model types process through batches of training data and are optimized
with Adam optimizer [219] (learning rate=0.001, β1=0.9, β2=0.999). The model
training was performed on an Intel© Core™ i9-7940X (CPU) and an NVIDIA
GeForce© RTX 2080 SUPER™ (GPU). The training of one FP model took approxi-
mately one minute and that of a GCN model around ten minutes, resulting in a
total training time of a little less than one hour for the ten-membered ensemble.
Selection of the model configurations
The number of configurational parameters for both model types that are ad-
justable is quite large (Table S4). As each parameter is variable and modules
can consist of multiple layers, each with independently defined sizes, the space
of possible model configurations becomes too large to manually search for an
optimum. Therefore, sequential model-based optimization techniques such as
Bayesian optimization [204] provide a convenient tool to explore the large pa-
rameter space for the best model configurations. For this purpose, we used the
Python package Hyperopt [220, 221].
The procedure for finding the optimal configurations is iterative and identical
for both model types. At the start of each iteration, the available co-crystal data
set is randomly split into a training (90%) and validation (10%) set. Next, a model
(defined by the combination of a model type and set of configurational parameters)
is initialized with a configuration chosen by the Bayesian optimizer, and is trained
on the provided training set. The so-called loss metric of the model, related to how
well training samples are being classified, is recorded during training for both the
training and validation set, the latter containing data that remains unseen by the
model during training. This loss metric (i.e. average log loss or cross-entropy loss)
is defined as L = − 1N
[∑N
i=1 ti log oi + (1− ti) log (1− oi)
]
, where ti is the truth
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Table S4: Configurational parameters and their possible values for both model types.
Model FP model GCN model
Fingerprint size (2x) x ∈ {7, 8, ..., 11, 12} -
Fingerprint radius (r) r ∈ {1, 2, 3} -
Batch size (2b) b ∈ {6, 7, 8} 7
Preprocessing module
Layer type Dense Graph Convolution
Layer size (2x) x ∈ {7, 8, 9, 10, 11} x ∈ {6, 7, 8}
Layer activation function ReLU, ELU or Tanh ReLU, ELU or Tanh
Layer dropout (d) d ∈ [0, 0.75] 0
Number of layers 1,2 or 3 1,2 or 3
Graph gathering activation
function
- ReLU, ELU or Tanh
Merging module
Vector operation Add or Concatenate Add or Concatenate
Feedforward module
Layer type Dense Dense
Layer size (2x) x ∈ {7, 8, 9, 10, 11} x ∈ {6, 7, 8, 9, 10}
Layer activation function ReLU, ELU or Tanh ReLU, ELU or Tanh
Layer dropout (d) d ∈ [0, 0.75] d ∈ [0.1, 0.6]
Number of layers 1,2 or 3 1,2 or 3
Predictive module
Layer type Dense Dense
Layer size 1 2
Layer activation function Sigmoid Softmax
Loss function Binary cross entropy Softmax cross entropy
or true label (i.e. 0 or 1) of sample i and oi is the output of the classifier (∈ [0, 1]).
FP models were allowed to train over 30 epochs (i.e. the number of times the
entire training data set is worked through) and GCN models over 75.
An example of such a training cycle is shown in Figure S16, illustrating the
evolution of a GCN model’s loss to near zero for the training set (blue dots; perfect
classification) as the number of epochs increases. Likewise, the model’s training
accuracy evolves to near 100%. The model thus consistently improves itself in
discriminating true co-crystals from invalid ones in the training set. This behavior
is also reflected in the performance metrics on the validation set, which the model
is also able to classify well. Unlike the training set, the improvement stagnates
around 40 epochs, indicating the onset of overfitting. The excellent classification
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Figure S16: Example of training a GCN model. (left) The loss on both the training and validation set
quickly decreases with an increasing number of epochs. (right) Evolution of the model’s accuracy.
performance on the external validation set is only possible if the training set
covers characteristic patterns for co-crystallization in the validation set (and thus
the entire data set) and if these patterns are effectively encoded in the neural
network’s internal parameters. Hence, it is confirmed that the proposed data set
forms an adequate basis for co-crystal prediction.
When the training cycle is finished, the minimum loss on the validation set is
returned to the Bayesian optimizer (epoch 36 in Figure S16), which repeatedly
selects the next configuration to be tested based on previous evaluations by op-
timizing the Expected Improvement with the Tree-structured Parzen Estimator
approach (TPE) [222]. Initially, this procedure is run for three random configu-
rations from the space, which the optimizer uses as a starting point. After 50
iterations, a ranked list of possible model configurations and their associated
performance on data set aside is produced for each model type, which was used
to select the five best models for each type (Tables S5 and S6). These models were
placed in their individual model ensembles and a combined model ensemble,
containing all ten models.
Model validation
Cross-validation
The performance of the FP, GCN, and FP + GCN model ensembles was validated
on the available co-crystal data by ten-fold cross-validation. The data set was first
randomly divided in ten equal parts or folds. Each fold is used once for validation
and nine times for training, and the performance on each of the validation sets is
recorded while training on the data from residual nine sets. To prevent overfitting,
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Figure S17: Performance metrics of the ensemble models over a ten-fold cross-validation experiment.
The height of the bars shows the average value on the ten validation sets. The black error bars
correspond to ± one unit of standard deviation.
the FP models and GCN models were trained for 30 and 50 epochs, respectively.
The average precision, accuracy and loss values over ten folds were computed for
the model ensembles and are shown in Figure S17.
Additional invalid coformer pairs for carbamazepine
Besides the four invalid co-crystal combinations that were already in our data set
for carbamazepine, we found an additional 67 eligible couples according to the
procedures mentioned above. The models were again trained on all data points
except for the carbamazepine combinations, and the prediction values for all
invalid pairs are shown in Figure S18. Clearly, most combinations (approx. 78%)
are scored below the 0.5 threshold, and are therefore assumed to be non-existing.
Although our set of invalid co-crystals is to a certain degree artificial and lacks
real experimental evidence, its usefulness is thus demonstrated by Figure S18,
as well as by the high precision values (and therefore small occurrence of false
positives) presented in Figure S17.
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Figure S18: Score histogram (left) and cumulative distribution function (right) of the 71 invalid
combinations for carbamazepine.
Coformer clustering
The clustering of the coformers was done with Ward’s hierarchical clustering
method [99], according to the procedures described in Chapter 2. The adjacency
matrix of the coformer network (see above), which essentially contains all de-
termined co-crystals in the CSD, is transformed into a similarity matrix, where






where the neighbors ni of coformer i can be found from the set of nodes (or
coformers) N as:
ni = {j ∈ N |Ai,j = 1}. (5.2)
For the purpose of hierarchical clustering, the similarity matrix was converted
into dissimilarity matrix (di,j = 1− si,j) and was resized to include only the 75
most popular coformers. These were determined based on their degree (= |ni|)
in the adjacency matrix. Ward’s clustering method works in an agglomerative
fashion, repeatedly merging coformers or clusters thereof that are least dissimilar
(or closest/most similar) in larger clusters. The method starts by placing all
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coformers in separate clusters or singletons, which were subsequently agglomer-













where p is the cluster as a result from merging clusters s and t, and q is one of
the remaining clusters. The distances at which two clusters were joined were




This thesis research has been carried out in accordance with the research data
management policy of the Institute for Molecules and Materials of Radboud
University, the Netherlands.i
The following datasets have been produced during this research:
• Chapter 3: Jan-Joris Devogelaer; Sander J.T. Brugman; Hugo Meekes; Paul
Tinnemans; Elias Vlieg; René de Gelder. CrystEngComm (2019) 21, 6875-6885.
The following datasets are deposited at https://doi.org/10.1039/
C9CE01110B:
– Crystal structure data of the new co-crystal structures (CIF);
– Top one hundred co-crystal predictions of the scoring method (PDF);
– Predefined lists of solvents and gases for co-crystal classification (PDF).
• Chapter 4: Jan-Joris Devogelaer; Maxime D. Charpentier; Arnoud Tijink;
Valérie Dupray; Gérard Coquerel; Karen Johnston; Hugo Meekes; Paul
Tinnemans; Elias Vlieg; Joop H. ter Horst; René de Gelder. ChemRxiv (2021).
The following datasets are deposited at https://doi.org/10.1021/
acs.cgd.1c00211:
– Crystal structure data of the new co-crystal structures (CIF);
– Fifty additional predictions of Praziquantel using the scoring method
(PDF).
• Chapter 5: Jan-Joris Devogelaer; Hugo Meekes; Paul Tinnemans; Elias Vlieg;
René de Gelder. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. (2020) 59, 21711-21718. The following
dataset is deposited at https://doi.org/10.1002/anie.202009467:
ihttps://www.ru.nl/rdm/vm/policy-documents/policy-imm/, last accessed 4 January 2021.
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– Crystal structure data of the new co-crystal structures (CIF);
• Scripts written in the Python programming language used for the gen-
eration and processing of data in Chapters 2-5 can be found under smb:
//vsc15-srv.science.ru.nl/vsc15.
• Crystallographic data of the co-crystal structures in this thesis are also
provided free of charge by the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre:
– CCDC 1940949-1940959 contain the crystallographic data for Chapter
3;
– CCDC 2054486–2054497 contain the crystallographic data for Chapter
4;
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